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Chapter 1: General introduction 

 

Data deluge in microbial ecology 

Microbes play fundamental roles in various ecosystems, but the majority has not 

been well characterized. Bioinformatics, which aims to discover new biological concepts 

and laws based on large-scale data, is now expected to accelerate discovery in unexplored 

areas of the microbial universe. The data deluge has made bioinformatics indispensable 

in modern research; recent innovative technologies are producing huge amounts of data 

at an unprecedented pace. Observations are key to science; for example, optical and elec-

tron microscopy are important methods of observation combined with various staining 

methods. Among recent observational technologies, high-throughput DNA sequencing 

technologies have rapidly produced vast amounts of genetic information at low cost, mak-

ing available thousands of microbial genomes. These genome sequences provide a com-

prehensive catalog of microbial genetic elements underlying diverse microbial physiol-

ogy, and they also help to weave a massive tapestry of microbial evolutionary histories 

(1, 2). 

In microbial ecology, research has been hindered by the fact that the majority of 

environmental microbes is unculturable. Many studies across diverse natural environ-

ments have found many microbial groups that have no axenic culture (3–6). To overcome 

this fundamental difficulty, culture-independent approaches, including DNA-hybridiza-

tion (e.g., microarray and fluorescent in situ hybridization), DNA-cloning, and PCR have 

been used to detect specific members and/or functional genes in microbial communities 

(7–18). Recently, high-throughput sequencing technologies have popularized shotgun 

metagenomic and (typically 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene) amplicon sequencing 

methods, which can identify members and/or functional genes at a greater scale and in 

more detail. Their use in diverse environments has revealed the presence of extremophiles 

(19–21), uncovered relationships between microbes and human diseases (22–30), and 

characterized the nutrition systems involved in symbiosis (31–33). Even more applica-

tions of these methods have occurred in agriculture (34), food science and pharmaceuti-

cals (12), and forensics (35–38). Many large-scale metagenomic projects are now gener-

ating comprehensive microbial sequence collections for different environments (e.g., hu-

man-associated (39, 40), soil (41, 42) , and ocean environments (43, 44)). Because mi-

crobial communities change as they interact with other organisms and as the environment 
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changes, time-series analyses have also become common (45–49). 

To analyze microbial genomic, metagenomic, and amplicon sequence data, sev-

eral bioinformatic tools have been developed and popularized. Web servers, such as 

RAST (50), MG-RAST (51), IMG/M (52), EBI Metagenomics (53), and SILVAngs (54), 

and pipelines, such as MEGAN (55), QIIME (56), and Mothur (57), now allow research-

ers to perform integrated genomic and metagenomic analyses and visualize results with-

out command-line operations or strong computational knowledge (58–62). However, 

deeply exploring of huge datasets to understand the ecology and evolution of microbes in 

the environment is still challenging work (Fig. 1-1).  
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Figure 1-1 | Schematic figure of metagenomic and bioinformatic analyses in microbial ecol-

ogy. The illustration covers topics that are already popular, that need further development, 

and that will become important in future. At the bottom of the illustration, reference data-

bases lay foundations for various bioinformatic analyses. 
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Taxonomic assignment using genomic and genetic information 

A fundamental step in microbial ecology is to describe the taxonomic distribu-

tion of microbial community members. Thus, precise taxonomic assignment of sequenc-

ing reads is one of the most important issues in the analysis of metagenomic and amplicon 

sequencing data. Reference-based methods are frequently used for this purpose, in which 

taxonomic assignment is based on straightforward sequence similarity searches against 

reference genomes (e.g., RefSeq (63)) or 16S rRNA sequence databases (e.g., Greengenes 

(64), SILVA (54), RDP (65), and Ez-Taxon (66)). These databases usually contain se-

quences of previously isolated and taxonomically classified strains, whereas they also 

contain environmental clone sequences. Many bioinformatic tools, such as TANGO (67), 

MetaPhlAn (68), and Kraken (69), have been developed to improve the computational 

efficiency, accuracy, and sensitivity of the taxonomic assignment. Recently proposed pro-

tein-sequence based taxonomic classification methods, such as Kaiju (70), are another 

approaches to increase sensitivity for overcoming evolutionary divergence. Although 

these tools perform well for many applications, discrimination between closely related 

species is sometimes difficult, especially in cases of highly conserved genes (e.g., 16S 

rRNA genes). Additionally, genes that undergo horizontal gene transfer (HGT) between 

different taxa can cause incorrect taxonomic assignments. A more fundamental problem 

is taxonomic bias in the reference databases, which leads to biased taxonomic assign-

ments. Indeed, it was shown that taxonomic assignments change greatly when different 

versions of reference databases are used (71). Therefore, even in this era of data deluge, 

further taxonomic enrichment of reference databases is a key to the improvement of ref-

erence-based methods. It may be noted that this issue would be more important in the 

analysis of fungal and viral sequences because less reference sequences are available and 

their taxonomy is under debate. To overcome this obstacle, several projects now aim to 

obtain a number of genomic sequences to enrich databases (72, 73). In case that amplicon 

sequencing data are analyzed, filtering of chimeric sequences formed during PCR is very 

important for accurate analysis (74). Several bioinformatic tools, such as AmpliconNoise 

(75), ChimeraSlayer (74), and UCHIME (76) have been proposed and commonly used to 

remove chimeric sequences. 

As an alternative to the reference-based methods, reference-free methods can be 

used (e.g., CD-HIT (77), UCLUST (78), and UPARSE (79)). These methods use cluster-

ing to group marker genes, such as 16S rRNA, ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/ox-

ygenase (RuBisCO), ammonia monooxygenase (amoA), sulfate thioesterase/thiohydro-

lase (soxB), and methyl-coenzyme M reductase genes (mcrA), into unique representative 
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sequences that can serve as operational taxonomic units (OTUs) (21). Whereas 16S rRNA 

genes are used to study general composition of a microbial community, RuBisCO, amoA, 

soxB, and mcrA genes are usually used to study microbes that play critical roles in carbon, 

nitrogen, sulfur, and methane cycles, respectively. In addition to the traditional genes, 

useful marker genes can be found and used for profiling metagenomic datasets (80). In 

the reference-free methods, OTUs often cannot be assigned to known taxa. To estimate 

phylogenetic information for those OTUs, PhylOTU (81), pplacer (82), and PhyloSift 

(83) couple the reference-free methods with phylogenetic analysis.  

 

Cultivation-free reconstruction of genomic sequences 

Currently, most metagenomic studies focus at the level of individual genes 

(“gene-centric” metagenomics (84)). In contrast, in some pioneering works of “genome-

centric” metagenomics, microbial genomes that include those of important uncultivated 

taxonomic groups were successfully reconstructed by metagenomic binning and assem-

bly from various environments including the ocean, groundwater, soil, hypersaline lake, 

and acid mine drainage (85–90). Although amplification bias still poses a non-negligible 

difficulty, single-cell genomic sequencing is expected to accelerate direct genome recon-

struction from environmental samples (91–93), where combination of single cell genomic 

and metagenomic approaches would be a promising approach (94). 

Metagenomic assembly is an important step for revealing ecology and physiol-

ogy in environmental microbes, where fundamental concepts of metagenomic assembly 

from short-read sequences are well described already (58–62). Several tools have been 

developed for metagenomic assembly, and they are classified into reference-based (e.g., 

AMOS (95)) and de novo methods (e.g., MetaVelvet-SL (96), SPAdes (97), and IDBA-

UD (98)). Especially in the case of de novo assembly, users need to be careful of chimeric 

contigs because similar genetic regions may be shared by different genomes (99–101). To 

improve the performance of de novo metagenomic assembly, composition-based methods 

use specific sequence features in a metagenomic dataset to split reads into different spe-

cies. For example, CONCOCT (102), MetaBAT (103), and MaxBin (104) bin sequences 

based on their tetra-nucleotide frequency composition and coverages. These composition-

based approaches are computationally intensive, especially in their memory usage. Thus, 

a fast-clustering approach using matrix decomposition with streaming singular value de-

composition can be combined (105). On the other hand, sequence coverage information 

across different DNA extraction methods can also be used to effectively split sequences 
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into species, because numbers of sequence reads from the same genome should be similar 

regardless of the extraction method (86). A related approach bins co-abundant sequences 

across a series of metagenomic samples from similar environments (e.g., human gut mi-

crobiome) to identify co-abundance gene groups (106).  

Another information source that can improve the performance of metagenomic 

assembly is long-range contiguity. Recent development of methods for investigating 

long-range chromatin interactions (e.g., Carbon-Copy Chromosome Conformation Cap-

ture (5C) (107) and Hi-C (108)) can also contribute to metagenomic assembly because 

these methods can ligate sequences from two different genomic regions that are in the 

same cell (109). The Irys system (BioNano Genomics, San Diego, USA), which also de-

tects long-range contiguity with fluorescently labeled DNA, can be used for obtaining 

long contigs (110). 

 

Estimation of community metabolism 

Microbial genomes are affected by the environment during their evolution. In 

particular, metabolic processes encoded in the genome, from biosynthesis to biodegrada-

tion, directly link microbial communities to the environment. Because most microbes are 

unculturable, direct estimation of community-scale metabolic pathways is also targeted 

by metagenomic analysis. The most straightforward approach is to conduct sequence-

similarity searches against pathway databases, such as KEGG (111), MetaCyc (112), and 

SEED (113), and use the results to annotate metabolic genes. Because with this naïve 

approach we usually detect many pathways whose component genes are only partially 

found in given metagenome data, MAPLE (114), MinPath (115), MetaNetSam (116), and 

HUMAnN (117) quantitatively or probabilistically evaluate whether those pathways 

likely function, enabling comparisons between samples. Again, significant biases in the 

databases of known pathways should be taken into consideration when interpreting the 

results of these methods. If shotgun metagenome data are unavailable, “virtual meta-

genomes” or functional gene abundances can be estimated using 16S rRNA amplicon 

sequencing data (118, 119). This approach takes advantage of the fact that closely related 

genomes tend to have similar gene content and, therefore, given a 16S rRNA sequence, 

the gene content of its host genome can be estimated (at least, to some extent) if a closely 

related genome is already sequenced. It may be noted that such estimation should become 

difficult when applied to microbial groups whose genomes are rarely available and that 
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genomic variations within closely related microbial groups cannot be precisely consid-

ered. Despite these difficulties, this approach is very cost-effective and more easily appli-

cable to large-scale comparative analysis. 

 

Community-level analysis of genomic structure variations and 

dynamics 

Operon structures, which are unique to prokaryotic genomes, reflect the function 

of their encoded genes and should be associated with microbial ecological strategies. Thus, 

if we observe systematic variation in gene order (or gene cluster structures) due to gene 

losses, fusions, duplications, inversions, translocations, and HGTs from the analysis of 

metagenome data, these variations would provide important clues for linking microbial 

communities to the environment (Fig. 1-2). Whereas it is sometimes difficult to distin-

guish variations under selection pressure from those because of population changes, Mar-

yGold (120) is a tool for visual inspection of such variations. Variations in gene order for 

genes of the tryptophan pathway were identified within contigs assembled from the Sar-

gasso Sea metagenome (121). Because the availability of long sequences that encompass 

multiple genes greatly facilitates gene-order analysis, DNA cloning can also be used if 

the targeted pathways can be efficiently enriched by colony selection (122, 123). On a 

larger scale, gene order can be affected by genome replication mechanisms. Most prokar-

yotic genomes are circular with one replication origin; thus, genes close to the origin can 

physically exist in multiple copies, especially during an active growth phase. Thus, de-

tection of such regions from metagenomic sequences can reveal growth dynamics of mi-

crobes in a community (124).  
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Figure 1-2 | Schematic figures of genomic structural variations in environmental microbes. 

Each box represents a protein-coding gene, where alphabet characters indicate homology. 

Boxes and thick lines in different brightness represent genes and genomic fragments, re-

spectively, that originated from different genomic areas or genomes. Dashed lines represent 

lost genes or expressions.  

 

Among various sources of genomic variations and dynamics, HGT is of particu-

lar interest because it can help microbes adapt quickly to different environments (125–

127). Although many comparative genomic studies have analyzed HGT (128–130), the 

role of HGT in microbial communities remains less understood. A classical approach to 

detect HGT within communities is based on DNA cloning, which is particularly effective 

if colony selection can be applied to the targeted genes (16, 131). In metagenomics, as-

sembled contigs can be used to comprehensively identify HGT events by analyzing phy-

logenetic incongruence and gene order differences (132–134). In addition, gene gains via 

plasmids are also important driving forces that accelerate microbial adaptation to their 

environment. In accordance with this hypothesis, plasmids are frequently found to contain 

genes that likely contribute to fitness, such as detoxification genes (135–137) and antibi-

otic resistance genes (138). Notably, plasmid-specific metagenomics, or “plasmidome” 

analysis, is now being conducted to directly investigate environmental plasmids without 

culturing or cloning (139, 140). For example, the bovine rumen plasmidome was reported 

to contain genes that may confer advantages to their hosts (141). Rat gut (142) and 

wastewater (143) plasmidomes have also been investigated.  
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In addition to genes, regulatory sequences in intergenic regions are related to the 

function of nearby genes. Thus, variations in the comprehensive set of regulatory se-

quences, or the regulome, for example by promoter propagation, can have important roles 

in microbial adaptation (144, 145). We envision direct investigations of regulomes in mi-

crobial communities, or “metaregulome” analysis, becoming an attractive research field 

as technical advancements occur in long-read metagenomics. By metaregulome analysis, 

variations and/or possible transfers of regulatory sequences, in addition to those of coding 

genes, can be identified from metagenomic datasets (145, 146).  

 

Comprehensive analysis of inter-species interactions 

Inter-species interactions, including mutualism and parasitism, are of general in-

terest in microbial ecology (147). Using abundance information from large-scale meta-

genomic datasets, co-occurrences (or anti-occurrences) among microbes, hosts, and/or 

viruses have been studied and, for example, species interaction networks have been iden-

tified (148–157). Recent large-scale projects include the Tara Oceans project, which re-

vealed interactions among all three domains and viruses (44). Because environmental 

samples were revealed to contain environmental DNA shed from large organisms in ad-

dition to microbial DNA (158), combinatorial analysis of microbial and environmental 

DNA is expected to accelerate analysis of interactions between microbes and larger or-

ganisms. 

The viral metagenome is called the metavirome or simply the virome. Because 

viruses also play fundamental roles in ecosystems, virome analysis is becoming an im-

portant field. To date, viral communities in hypersaline (159, 160) and human gut (161) 

environments have been extensively studied, and antibiotic viruses have also been of in-

terest (162). A novel bacteriophage present in the majority of published human fecal met-

agenomes was recently reconstructed (163), and phage-bacteria ecological networks were 

suggested to protect gut microflora from antibiotic stress (162). Because viruses are clas-

sified into different types of DNA and RNA viruses, different approaches must be com-

bined for comprehensive analyses (164). Use of targeted sequence capture techniques to 

efficiently increase the proportion of viral reads in metagenomic samples may also be 

considered (165). The largest limitation of bioinformatic analyses of viromes is insuffi-

cient reference genome data. Similarity searches using viral sequences often result in no 

significant hits, suggesting that there are many unknown viruses. To overcome this limi-

tation, several bioinformatic tools have been developed and used for virome studies, such 
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as ViromeScan (166) for taxonomy assignment and Metavir 2 (167) for viral genome 

reconstruction. Another difficulty lies in the fact that, in contrast to prokaryotes that have 

universal marker genes for phylogenetic analysis (i.e., 16S rRNA), there is no such gene 

for viral studies. Analysis of clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats 

(CRISPRs) is a related emerging field because these repeats represent previous exposures 

to (or attacks from) viruses (168–170). As CRISPRs are found in approximately 50% of 

bacteria and approximately 90% of archaea (171, 172), metagenomic analysis of CRIS-

PRs will help move the field toward comprehensive analysis of viral-microbial interac-

tions. 

 

Meta-analysis of metagenomes 

Currently, abundant metagenomic datasets containing dozens of terabytes of se-

quence data can be found in the Short Read Archive (SRA) database at NCBI, and the 

amount of the content is increasing daily (173). Whereas each metagenomic dataset pro-

vides a snapshot of the microbial community at the time of sampling, comprehensive 

analysis (or meta-analysis) of many datasets is expected to reveal general patterns or laws 

that determine how microbes interact with their environments and how their genomes 

have been shaped. Of course, it should be noted that different datasets have been con-

structed with different experimental methods and conditions.  

Regarding global correlations between environments and microbial genomes, 

correlations involving genomic GC content (174) and genome size (175) have been re-

ported. For the meta-analysis of different environments inhabited by a microbe and the 

factors that contribute to adaptation, MetaMetaDB (176) was developed. This database 

can be used to predict all possible habitats of microbes by searching for the presence of 

microbes in metagenomic and 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing datasets derived from di-

verse environments. Given a metagenomic or 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing dataset, 

researchers can find environments whose microbial community structures are similar to 

that dataset using MetaMetaDB (176). Meta-analysis of metagenomic datasets was also 

performed to examine microbial adaptation to environments in terms of metabolic flexi-

bility (177, 178) and to examine specific functional genes that facilitate adaptation to 

extreme habitats, such as heavy-metal resistance genes (179, 180) and salt stress-respon-

sive genes (181). Through meta-analysis, associations were found between membrane 

protein variations and oceanographic variables in the global ocean sampling expedition 

(182). Microbial interactions between humans and the indoor environment have also been 
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investigated (183). 

 

Metagenomics and metaepigenomics with long-read sequenc-

ers 

Currently, sequencers that can produce long-read data are being developed, such 

as the single molecule real-time (SMRT) Sequencing platforms implemented in PacBio 

Sequencing platforms (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, USA) and nanopore-based se-

quencers (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, Oxford, UK). Long reads are already contrib-

uting to many types of bioinformatic analyses, including high-quality de novo assembly 

of bacterial and viral genomes (184, 185) and detection of genomic structural variations, 

such as large-scale insertions/deletions or HGTs in microbial communities (186). Long 

reads are expected to be helpful for reconstructing genomes from metagenome data, di-

rectly observing genomic structural variation, and analyzing metaregulomes in various 

microbial communities. High-density microbial habitats, such as biofilms and gut com-

munities, would be interesting targets because their genomic structures may be changed 

by the frequent exchange of genetic materials.  

With SMRT Sequencing, DNA chemical modifications can be captured directly 

and simultaneously with genome sequencing. The most major types of DNA chemical 

modification in prokaryotes is nucleotide base methylation including N6-methyladenine 

(m6A), 5-methylcytosine (m5C), and N4-methylcytosine (m4C). The DNA methylation 

implicated in the variety of biological processes such as defence system from phage in-

fection and regulations of gene expression (187). Although the methylation patterns and 

biological significance have been well studied in culturable microbes using the SMRT 

sequencing technology (188, 189), little has been examined in unculturable members that 

overwhelmed majority in environments.  

Long-read metagenomics is an emerging field, but there are still limitations to 

be considered. Although the PacBio system can generate reads with an average length of 

approximately 15 kb, less than 50,000 reads are generated per SMRT cell (i.e., less than 

1 Gb per SMRT cell) when using PacBio RS II system. This throughput is much lower 

than that of so-called massively parallel sequencers (e.g., approximately 15 Gb per run of 

MiSeq (Illumina)) and can be insufficient for describing taxonomically diverse microbial 

communities. In addition, the low accuracy of PacBio reads (approximately 85%) can 

hinder bioinformatic analysis, unless highly redundant sequencing (e.g., more than 50× 
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coverage) is performed to reach high accuracy in the ensemble. Along with the develop-

ment of new bioinformatic methods, protocols also need to be optimized to avoid DNA 

fragmentation during extraction (190, 191). 

 

Outline of this thesis 

Although bioinformatics for microbial genomics and metagenomics have flour-

ished in recent years, many regions of microbial ecology have been not understood. In 

this thesis, I especially grappled with the three research tasks. In Chapter 2, I investigated 

microbial characteristics of soil disturbed by the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake tsu-

nami to examine microbial changes through environmental disorder. In Chapter 3, I per-

formed 16S rRNA amplification sequencing analysis against microbes in precipitation. In 

Chapter 4, I examined genomic and epigenomic characteristics of microbial community 

in Lake Biwa, Japan, using culture-independent metagenomic SMRT sequencing tech-

nology. In Chapter 5, conclusions of this thesis are presented with discussion and future 

work. A part of this thesis is based on the following publications written by the author and 

others (184, 192, 193). 
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Chapter 2: Genomic and metagenomic analysis of mi-

crobes in a soil environment affected by the 2011 Great 

East Japan Earthquake tsunami 

 

Introduction 

On March 11, 2011, the Great East Japan Earthquake occurred off the coast of 

Tohoku, Japan. The earthquake triggered large tsunami waves, which flooded broad areas 

of land along the Pacific coast and changed the soil environment due to seawater and 

sludge that originated from marine sediments (194). Previous studies showed that follow-

ing the Indian Ocean tsunami of December 26, 2004, the tsunami-affected areas main-

tained high-salinity conditions for over eight months (195), and there were also changes 

in several chemical characteristics, including an increase in organic matter content (196), 

increase in nitrate and phosphate content (197), increase in heavy-metal ion concentra-

tions (198–200), decrease in pH, and increase in electrical conductivity (201). Increases 

in salinity and organic matter were also reported at a number of places along the pacific 

coast following the Tohoku tsunami (194). 

Such changes in the soil environment after the tsunami are also likely to have an 

impact on the ecosystem. There have been many studies conducted to date investigating 

how such changes affect plants; for example, vegetation senescence was reported after 

the Indian Ocean tsunami (200, 202, 203) and flora variations on sandy beaches were 

observed after the Tohoku tsunami (204). On the other hand, only a few studies have 

evaluated the effects of a tsunami on microbes. Somboonna et al. applied 16S ribosomal 

RNA (rRNA) amplicon sequencing to the soil affected by the Indian Ocean tsunami and 

observed changes in the microbial population structure (205). Wada et al. also used 16S 

rRNA amplicon sequencing to analyze samples of the sludge brought ashore by the 

Tohoku tsunami and identified several pathogenic and sulfate-reducing bacterial groups 

(206). However, no study has yet investigated the microbial characteristics of tsunami-

affected soil at the genomic level. 

In this study, I evaluated the microbial characteristics of a soil environment af-

fected by the Tohoku tsunami, using whole-genome and shotgun metagenome sequencing 

approaches. Notably, whole-genome sequencing of four Arthrobacter strains isolated 
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from the tsunami-affected soil sample revealed that siderophore-synthesis genes were in-

dependently lost in each genome. Siderophores are compounds that function in iron ab-

sorption (207–209), and these gene losses were consistent with the results of soil chemical 

analysis and culture experiments under iron-controlled conditions. Furthermore, meta-

genomic analyses indicated over-representation of denitrification-related genes in the tsu-

nami-affected soil sample, as well as the existence of pathogenic and marine-living genera 

and genes related to salt-tolerance. 

 

Materials and methods 

Sample collection 

Soil samplings were conducted at Hiyoriyama (38°15’20”N, 141°0’42”E) and 

Amamiya (38°16’35”N, 140°52’16”E) in Sendai city, Miyagi, Japan, in July 2012 (Fig. 

2-1). If needed, the owners of the lands gave permission to conduct the study on these 

sites. I and my collaborators confirm that the study did not involve endangered or pro-

tected species. The Hiyoriyama site is 0.5 km off the coastline and was affected by the 

tsunami, whereas the Amamiya site is 12 km off the coastline and was not affected; the 

two sites are 13 km apart. The surface soil was removed to a 5 cm depth before sampling. 

Intermingled plants were carefully removed using tweezers, and soil that passed through 

a 2.0-mm pore-sized sieve was collected. The collected soil samples were transported to 

the laboratory at 4 °C and immediately stored at -80 °C until the subsequent analysis. The 

sampling was conducted by Dr. Shotaro Hirase (Fisheries Lab., Graduate School of Ag-

ricultural and Life Sciences, the University of Tokyo). 
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Figure 2-1 | A map and photos of the sampling sites in a coastal area of Sendai, Japan. The 

Tohoku tsunami reached Hiyoriyama, but not Amamiya. 

 

Seawater sampling was conducted at St.5 (38°06’00”N, 142°15’00”E) and St.6 

(38°22’59”N, 142°43’01”E) off the coast of Miyagi, Japan in the Pacific Ocean, in Au-

gust 2012, during the KT-12-21 cruise of R/V Tansei-Maru (JURCAOS, JAMSTEC). The 

St.5 and St.6 stations are located 110 km and 150 km from Sendai city, respectively. Sur-

face seawater was collected in a prewashed bucket and immediately spread onto agar 

plates on a research vessel. The sampling was conducted by the member of Tansei-Maru. 

 

Isolation and 16S rRNA sequencing 

R2A medium (Wako Pure Chemical Industries) was used to cultivate microbial 

strains that grow under general, low-nutrient condition, and ZoBell marine medium (Bec-

ton Dickinson and Company) was used to cultivate microbial strains that have adapted to 

a seawater-affected condition. Soil samples were thawed at 4 °C overnight, suspended in 

R2A or ZoBell liquid medium, and plated to the corresponding agar medium at a density 

of 10−4 g soil per plate with five replicates. The plates were incubated at 20 °C for 7 days 

before colony counting and picking. To obtain strains that could grow in both media, 
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single colonies on the R2A agar plates were transferred to ZoBell agar plates with steri-

lized sticks, incubated at 20 °C for 7 days, and isolated by spread-plating on ZoBell agar 

at 20 °C. The seawater samples were plated to R2A and ZoBell agar at a volume of 100 μL 

seawater per plate with three replicates. The plates were incubated at 20 °C for 7 days 

before colony counting and picking. 

To sequence 16S rRNA genes, seven strains that were isolated from the Hiyori-

yama site and could actively grow in both R2A and ZoBell media were randomly selected. 

After incubation in the ZoBell liquid medium, DNA was extracted using Wizard Genomic 

DNA Purification Kit (Promega). The 16S rRNA genes were amplified using a standard 

polymerase chain reaction protocol with the primers 27F (5’-AGAGTTT-

GATCMTGGCTCAG-3’) and 1492R (5’-GGCTACCTTGTTACGACTT-3’) (210), and 

sequenced by the Sanger method. The DNA experiments were conducted by the member 

of the Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute, the University of Tokyo. 

 

Whole-genome sequencing and analysis 

Four strains of the Arthrobacter genus that were isolated from the Hiyoriyama 

site and were cultivable in both R2A and ZoBell media were targeted for whole-genome 

sequencing. Genomic DNA was extracted by the phenol-chloroform method. Two strains 

(named Hiyo4 and Hiyo8) were sequenced using PacBio RS II (Pacific Biosciences) ac-

cording to the manufacturer protocols. De novo genome assembly of the 62,608 (Hiyo4) 

and 65,240 (Hiyo8) raw reads obtained from the Sprai pipeline (http://zombie.cb.k.u-to-

kyo.ac.jp/sprai/) successfully generated one and three circular contigs, respectively, after 

manual curation. The other two strains (Hiyo1 and Hiyo6) were sequenced using GS 

FLX+ System (Roche) and Ion PGM (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manu-

facturer protocols. De novo genome assembly of the 301,881 (Hiyo1) and 267,295 

(Hiyo6) reads obtained from the Newbler assembler (211) generated 38 and 630 scaffolds, 

respectively. All GS FLX+ and Ion PGM sequencing data used in this study were obtained 

at the Hattory lab (Graduate School of Frontier Science, the University of Tokyo). 

Coding sequences (CDSs) were predicted by applying Prodigal (212) to the con-

tig sequences. Functional annotation was performed by blastp searches (213) against the 

Swiss-Prot (214) and eggNOG v4.0 (215) databases with a cut-off e-value ≤1E-5. Trans-

fer RNA (tRNA) and rRNA sequences were predicted using tRNAscan-SE (216) and 

RNAmmer (217), respectively, with default settings. 

For comparative genome analysis, all 21 publicly available genome sequences 
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(6 complete and 15 draft sequences) of the Arthrobacter genus were downloaded from 

GenBank (218) via EzGenome (http://www.ezbiocloud.net/ezgenome) in January 2015 

(Table 2-1). The CDSs of the four isolated and 21 downloaded genomes were subjected 

to blastp searches against the eggNOG database (215) with cut-off e-value ≤1E-5 and 

identity ≥90%. 

 

Table 2-1 | Arthrobacter dataset for comparative genome analysis. 

 

 

For construction of a phylogenetic tree, the 16S rRNA sequences of 56 Arthro-

bacter type strains and Streptomyces coelicoflavus NBRC 15399T were additionally 

downloaded from the RDP webserver (65). Streptomyces coelicoflavus NBRC 15399T 

was used as an outgroup (219). The 16S rRNA sequences of the total 82 strains were 

subjected to multiple alignment using MUSCLE (220) with default settings. A maximum-

likelihood (ML) tree was generated by MEGA 6 (221) with the K80 substitution model 

with a gamma distribution and invariant sites (K2+G+I), which was the AIC-selected 

model, and 1000 bootstrap replicates. An ML tree of the total 17 genome-available strains 

was constructed on the basis of the set of 400 conserved bacterial marker genes using 

PhyloPhlAn (222) and MEGA 6 (221) with the WAG substitution model that incorporates 

gamma distribution and the amino-acid frequencies of the dataset (WAG+G+F), which 

Species Name Strain name

NCBI

taxonomy

ID

Isolated

environment
Status

Type

strain

Total

genome

size (bp)

Number

of

scaffolds

GC

content

(% )

CDSs rRNA tRNA

Arthrobacter arilaitensis Re117 861360 Cheese Complete T 3,918,192 3 59.3 3,736 18 64

Arthrobacter aurescens TC1 290340 Soil Complete F 5,226,648 3 62.4 4,819 18 54

Arthrobacter castelli DSM 16402 1121019
Mural

painting
Draft T 4,582,606 52 63.6 4,453 4 46

Arthrobacter chlorophenolicus A6 452863 Soil Complete T 4,980,870 3 66.0 4,645 15 85

Arthrobacter crystallopoietes BAB-32 1246476 Soil Draft F 4,348,607 347 66.7 4,387 4 51

Arthrobacter gangotriensis Lz1y 1276920 Soil Draft T 4,319,900 20 63.0 4,029 4 58

Arthrobacter globiformis NBRC 12137 1077972 Soil Draft T 4,954,410 125 66.2 4,544 3 50

Arthrobacter phenanthrenivorans Sphe3 930171 Soil Complete T 4,535,320 3 65.4 4,246 12 50

Arthrobacter  sp. 131MFCol6.1 1157944 Rhizosphere Draft F 4,432,383 29 67.2 3,968 5 50

Arthrobacter  sp. 135MFCol5.1 1158050 Rhizosphere Draft F 4,453,574 37 66.1 4,083 7 50

Arthrobacter  sp. 161MFSha2.1 1151118 Rhizosphere Draft F 4,572,124 44 63.1 4,295 6 54

Arthrobacter  sp. 162MFSha1.1 1151119 Rhizosphere Draft F 4,399,171 55 66.1 4,107 6 51

Arthrobacter  sp. 35W 1132441 Lake Draft F 4,652,932 6 66.8 4,103 12 54

Arthrobacter  sp. AK-YN10 1349820 Soil Draft F 4,839,751 107 63.3 4,614 2 53

Arthrobacter  sp. CAL618 1055770 Human Draft F 3,654,388 288 63.2 3,642 18 47

Arthrobacter  sp. FB4 290399 Soil Complete F 5,070,478 4 65.4 4,624 15 51

Arthrobacter  sp. Hiyo1 1588020 (This study) Draft F 5,543,883 38 63.2 5,292 2 51

Arthrobacter  sp. Hiyo4 1588021 (This study) Complete F 3,790,568 1 65.0 5,120 12 50

Arthrobacter  sp. Hiyo6 1588022 (This study) Draft F 2,594,729 630 63.3 3,767 3 33

Arthrobacter  sp. Hiyo8 1588023 (This study) Complete F 4,698,617 3 63.8 7,041 15 53

Arthrobacter  sp. M2012083 1197706 Soil Draft F 4,629,172 67 62.0 4,304 3 54

Arthrobacter  sp. Rue61a 1118963 Wastewater Complete F 5,081,038 3 62.2 4,723 18 53

Arthrobacter  sp. SJCon 683150 Soil Draft F 4,389,620 142 66.2 4,635 3 50

Arthrobacter  sp. TB 23 494419 Sponge Draft F 3,542,308 126 63.3 3,405 15 46

Arthrobacter  sp. TB 26 494420 Human Draft F 4,324,615 556 66.4 4,451 19 50
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was the AIC-selected model, and 1000 bootstrap replicates. 

 

Culture assays of iron dependency 

To determine the difference in iron tolerance among strains in relation to the 

genetic analysis results, culture assays were conducted at different iron concentrations. In 

addition to the four isolated Arthrobacter strains, I cultivated four closely related and 

genome-sequenced species, A. aurescens Phillips 1953T (JCM 1330T), A. chlorophenol-

icus A6T (JCM 12360T), A. globiformis Conn 1928T (JCM 1332T), and A. phenan-

threnivorans Sphe3T (JCM 16027T). All four species had intact siderophore-synthesis 

genes in their genomes. These strains were provided by the Japan Collection of Microor-

ganisms, BioResource Center, RIKEN and National BioResource Project of Ministry of 

Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Japan. 

Iron-controlled, modified MM9 medium was prepared as follows. A solution 

containing 0.3 g/L KH2PO4, 0.5 g/L NaCl, 1.0 g/L NH4Cl, 6.0 g/L NaOH, and 30.24 g/L 

PIPES was adjusted to pH 7.0 with NaOH. After autoclaving, separately sterilized solu-

tions of 10 mL of 20 wt% glucose, 1 mL of 1 M MgCl2, and 0.1 mL of 1 M CaCl2 were 

added to 1 L of the solution (223). Then, the iron concentration was adjusted to 0, 0.1, 1, 

or 10 μM with a FeCl3-containing solution that was prepared in the same manner. 

Each strain was precultured until its optical density at 660 nm (OD660) reached 

0.1 in the iron-free modified MM9 liquid medium. Then, 100 μL of the suspension was 

inoculated to 50-mL tubes containing 10 mL of the iron-controlled, modified MM9 me-

dium. Among the additional four strains, only A. phenanthrenivorans Sphe3 showed 

growth in the modified MM9 medium. The tubes were incubated at 30 °C on a linear 

shaker at 200 rpm for 3 days, and the OD660 was measured periodically during the incu-

bation period. The growth curve was fitted to the logistic model to calculate the maximum 

growth rate. 

 

Soil chemical analysis 

The soil samples were subjected to chemical analysis for pH, electrical conduc-

tivity, and concentrations of total organic carbon, total nitrogen, nitrate, nitrite, ammo-

nium, effective phosphate, exchangeable ions (K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, and Mn2+), available 

iron (Fe), chloride ion (Cl-), sulfate ion (SO4
2−), eluted heavy metals (Cd, Cr (VI), total 

Hg, alkyl mercury, Pb, As), eluted boron (B), contained heavy metals (Cd, Cr (VI), Hg, 
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Pb, As, Cu, Zn, and Ni), and contained boron (B). The analysis was conducted by Cre-

aterra Inc. (Tokyo, Japan). 

 

Shotgun metagenome sequencing and analysis 

Metagenomic DNA was extracted using PowerSoil DNA Isolation Kit (MoBio 

Laboratories). Shotgun metagenome sequencing was performed using the GS FLX+ Sys-

tem according to the supplier’s protocol. Duplicated reads were removed by CD-HIT-454 

(224). 

Taxonomic assignment was performed using Kraken (69) against complete pro-

karyotic genomes from RefSeq (63). CDS prediction was performed using MetaProdigal 

(225). CDSs less than 30 amino acids in length were excluded from further analysis. 

Functional annotations were based on blastp searches against the eggNOG (215) and 

Swiss-Prot (214) databases with a cut-off e-value ≤1E-5. 

SortMeRNA (226) was applied to the shotgun metagenome data to extract 16S 

rRNA sequences. For each extracted 16S rRNA sequence, a blastn search was performed 

against MetaMetaDB (176) and the top hit sequences with e-value ≤1E-10 and identity 

≥90% were retrieved. Microbial habitability index (MHI) scores were calculated as de-

scribed previously (176). 

 

Data deposition 

The whole-genome and plasmid sequence data of Hiyo1, Hiyo4, Hiyo6, and 

Hiyo8 were deposited in the DDBJ/ENA/GenBank database under the BioSample ID 

SAMD00024042, SAMD00024043, SAMD00024044, and SAMD00024045, respec-

tively. The shotgun metagenome sequence data of Hiyoriyama and Amamiya were de-

posited in the DDBJ/ENA/GenBank database under BioSample ID SAMD00023516 and 

SAMD00023517, respectively. All data were registered under BioProject ID PRJDB3373. 

 

Results and discussion 

Isolation of microbial strains 

To investigate whether the microbial community at the Hiyoriyama (tsunami-

affected) site contained more microbes that are adapted to seawater-affected conditions 

than that at the Amamiya (tsunami-unaffected) site, we conducted culture experiments 
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using R2A (general low-nutrient) and ZoBell (seawater-based) media. At Hiyoriyama, the 

mean (± standard deviation) numbers of colony forming unit (CFU) per gram of soil were 

7.0 ± 3.9 ×105 and 3.0 ± 2.0 ×105 on R2A and ZoBell, respectively. At Amamiya, these 

numbers of CFU were 21.8 ± 4.7 ×105 and 3.6 ± 2.3 ×105. The ZoBell/R2A CFU ratios 

were 0.43 and 0.17 at Hiyoriyama and Amamiya, respectively, indicating that the Hiyo-

riyama site would be comparatively enriched with microbes adapted to a seawater-af-

fected condition at 10 months after the tsunami. For comparison, surface seawater sam-

ples collected at St. 5 and St. 6 in the offshore were spread onto both agar plates. The 

numbers of CFU per milliliter of seawater were 12.7 ± 13.3 ×101 and 81.7 ± 43.6 ×101 on 

R2A and ZoBell, respectively. As expected, the ZoBell/R2A CFU ratio (6.4) was signifi-

cantly higher at the offshore sites than at Amamiya and Hiyoriyama (p-value <0.05, t-

test). 

To isolate microbial strains that are potentially adapted to both types of environ-

ments from Hiyoriyama, the microbial colonies grown on R2A to ZoBell agar plates were 

aseptically transferred. Seven isolated colonies were randomly picked up and their 16S 

rRNA genes were sequenced. Unexpectedly, all of the strains were found to belong to a 

single genus, Arthrobacter. The genus Arthrobacter is an aerobic, gram-positive member 

of the family Micrococcaceae, Actinobacteria (227, 228). This genus is broadly found in 

soils, as well as in extreme environments, including the deep subsurface (229), arctic ice 

(230), radioactive sites (231), and heavy metal-contaminated sites (232). Some Arthro-

bacter species were reported to tolerate drastic environmental stresses, e.g., desiccation 

(233), starvation (234), heavy metals (235, 236), and radioactivity (237). Furthermore, at 

the time of analysis, 6 complete and 15 draft genome sequences were available for com-

parative genome analysis. Because of these characteristics, the isolated Arthrobacter 

strains were targeted as a possible platform for exploring genomic features that may be 

related to microbial adaptation to drastically changed environments. 

 

Whole-genome sequencing of the isolated Arthrobacter strains 

The whole-genome sequences of four Arthrobacter sp. strains were determined 

(Table 2-2). Assembly using the reads from PacBio RS II showed the complete genomes 

of two strains: Hiyo4 with one circular chromosome (3.8 Mbp), and Hiyo8 with one cir-

cular chromosome (4.7 Mbp) and two plasmids (0.3 Mbp and 15 kbp) (Fig. 2-2). Assem-

bly using reads from GS FLX+ and Ion PGM System produced 38 and 630 scaffolds for 

two strains, Hiyo1 and Hiyo6, respectively. 
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Table 2-2 | Whole-genome sequencing of the isolated Arthrobacter sp. strains 

 

  

Hiyo1 Hiyo6 Hiyo4 Hiyo8

Sequencing platform
GS FLX+

& Ion PGM

GS FLX+

& Ion PGM
PacBio RSⅡ PacBio RSⅡ

Scaffolds 38 630 1 3

Contigs 1,685 2,450 1 3

Total genome size (bp) 5,543,883
a

2,594,729
a 3,779,248 4,698,617

a

N50 4,950 2,656 - -

Coverage 20× 24× 79× 42×

GC content (%) 63.2 63.3 65.0 63.8

CDSs 5,292 3,767 5,129 7,041

rRNAs 2 3 12 15

tRNAs 51 33 50 53

a
 Plasmid sequences were not excluded
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Figure 2-2 | Circular diagrams of the chromosomes and plasmids of Arthrobacter sp. Hiyo4 

and Hiyo8. Each concentric circle represents genomic data of Arthrobacter sp. Hiyo4 (A) 

and Hiyo8 (B) chromosomes and the Hiyo8 p1 (C) and p2 (D) plasmids. The outermost 

circle is the contig, the 2nd circle are the coding genes colored according to the functional 

categories of the eggNOG database (see Fig. 2-3 for color coding), the 3rd and 4th circles 

are the coding genes on the leading (red) and lagging (blue) strands, respectively, the 5th 

circle are the rRNA (brown) and tRNA (green) genes, the 6th circle is the GC content (1-kb 

sliding window), and the innermost circle represents the GC skew (1-kb sliding window). 
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The total genome sizes of the four strains ranged from 2.6 to 5.5 Mbp. Although 

the genome sizes of Hiyo4 and Hiyo8 were within the range of the previously reported 

genomes, their CDS numbers were exceptionally large (Table 2-1), possibly because of 

additional genes that facilitate adaptation to different environmental conditions and/or 

overestimation due to the sequencing error. The GC content was 63–65%, which is similar 

to that of the previously reported genomes (59–67%). The functional categories of egg-

NOG were assigned to 61–66% of the CDSs, and the distributions of the isolated strains  

were similar to those of the other close strains (Fig. 2-3). 
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Figure 2-3 | Relative abundance of functional gene categories in the Arthrobacter genomes. 

The relative abundance of CDSs assigned to each eggNOG functional category is plotted 

for each Arthrobacter genome. The eggNOG functional categories are as follows: A, RNA 

processing and modification; B, chromatin structure and dynamics; C, energy production 

and conversion; D, cell cycle control, cell division and chromosome partitioning; E, amino 

acid transport and metabolism; F, nucleotide transport and metabolism; G, carbohydrate 

transport and metabolism; H, coenzyme transport and metabolism; I, lipid transport and me-

tabolism; J, translation; K, transcription; L, replication; M, cell wall/membrane/envelope 

biogenesis; N, cell motility; O, posttranslational modification, protein turnover, chaperones; 

P, inorganic ion transport and metabolism; Q, secondary metabolites biosynthesis, transport 

and catabolism; R, general function prediction only; S, function unknown; T, signal trans-

duction mechanisms; U, intracellular trafficking and secretion; V, defense mechanisms; W, 

extracellular structures; Y, nuclear structure; and Z, cytoskeleton. 
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Phylogenetic analysis and comparative genomics 

To reveal the phylogenetic relationships among the four strains Hiyo1, Hiyo4, 

Hiyo6, and Hiyo8, I constructed a maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree of the Arthro-

bacter genus based on 16S rRNA gene sequences (Fig. 2-4). The tree reliably placed the 

four isolated strains within this genus. There was only one nucleotide base gap between 

the 16S rRNA sequences of Hiyo1 and Hiyo8, suggesting their close relationship. Hiyo4 

and Hiyo6 were classified into different clades in the tree. 
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Figure 2-4 | Phylogenetic tree of Arthrobacter genus. The phylogenetic tree was recon-

structed using the maximum-likelihood method based on 16S rRNA sequences with Strep-

tomyces coelicoflavus NBRC 15399T as an outgroup. Numbers adjacent to branch points are 

bootstrap percentages (1,000 replicates). Symbols represent the available circular genomes 

(circle), available draft genomes (triangle), those isolated in this study (red), and those iso-

lated in previous studies (blue). 
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Subsequently, I conducted comparative genome analysis with 21 publicly avail-

able Arthrobacter genomes. The relative abundance of the CDSs assigned to each egg-

NOG functional category in each genome (Fig. 2-3) shows small difference among these 

Arthrobacter strains, i.e., their genomes have similar functional composition overall. The 

most striking difference between the Arthrobacter genomes isolated from the tsunami-

affected soil and those isolated from other environments was that desferrioxamine B bio-

synthesis genes were independently lost in each of the former genomes. Within 14 pub-

licly available, high-quality Arthrobacter genomes, the desferrioxamine B biosynthesis 

gene cluster and surrounding synteny structures were found to be highly conserved (Fig. 

2-5). On the other hand, the desferrioxamine B biosynthesis gene cluster was entirely 

absent in the completed Hiyo1 and Hiyo8 genomes: the desA (pyridoxal-dependent de-

carboxylase) and desB (L-lysine 6-monooxygenase) genes of the cluster had nonsense 

mutations in the Hiyo4 genome, and neither the cluster nor the surrounding synteny struc-

ture was found in the Hiyo6 genome. 

 

 

Figure 2-5 | Syntenic map around siderophore-synthesis gene clusters in Arthrobacter ge-

nomes. Genes are represented by arrows whose lengths are proportional to the gene lengths. 

Desferrioxamine B biosynthesis genes are shown in green. Other conserved genes are shown 

in different colors according to their annotation. Other genes annotated using the eggNOG 

database are shown in gray. The phylogenetic tree was reconstructed on the basis of the set 

of up to 400 conserved bacterial marker genes with 1,000 bootstrap replicates by the maxi-

mum-likelihood method. 
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Desferrioxamine B is a member of the siderophores family of molecules, which 

are low-molecular-weight, iron-chelating compounds secreted by many microbes and 

plants for the uptake of iron (207–209, 238, 239). The ability to use siderophores confers 

an ecological advantage when iron is limited (240). Many Arthrobacter strains have a 

desferrioxamine B biosynthesis gene cluster, which is composed of four genes, named 

desABCD, for siderophore production (241, 242). It should be noted that no iron-rich 

media were used during the isolation procedures. 

The independent losses of the siderophore-synthesis genes are not likely to have 

occurred by chance but likely because of natural selection. Thus, these Arthrobacter 

strains were assumed to have been under weak selection pressure for iron uptake and to 

be at a growth disadvantage under low iron concentrations. To evaluate the growth po-

tentials of these strains under various iron concentrations, culture experiments in iron-

controlled media were conducted (Fig. 2-6). Two of the isolated strains (Hiyo1 and 

Hiyo8) required 10 μM Fe3+ iron for rapid growth, whereas a control strain (A. phenan-

threnivorans Sphe3) that has a desferrioxamine B biosynthesis gene cluster required 1 μM 

Fe3+ iron (Fig. 2-6 A, B, E). Notably, under the 1 μM Fe3+ iron concentrations, the maxi-

mum growth rates of Hiyo1 and Hiyo8 (1.08 ± 0.14 ×10−2 and 1.15 ± 0.32 ×10−2, respec-

tively) was significantly smaller than that of Sphe3 (2.34 ± 0.20 ×10−2) (p-value <0.05, t-

test with Bonferroni correction). Hiyo4 and Hiyo6 showed very weak growth even with 

10 μM Fe3+ iron, possibly because these two strains require additional nutrients for growth 

(Fig. 2-6 C, D).  
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Figure 2-6 | Growth curves of the Arthrobacter strains at different iron concentrations. 

Growth was measured as optical density values at 660 nm in modified MM9 medium con-

taining different concentrations of iron (III): 0.0, 0.1, 1, and 10 μM. Growth curves of Ar-

throbacter sp. Hiyo1 (A), Hiyo8 (B), Hiyo4 (C), Hiyo6 (D), and A. phenanthrenivorans 

Sphe3 (E) were measured.  

 

Based on these results, I hypothesized that strains with de novo mutations in si-

derophore synthesis genes or those that originally lacked these genes would be selected 

under iron-enriched conditions. Notably, siderophore production by soil-living microbes 

has been reported to help various plants absorb iron (e.g., tomato, cucumber, barley, and 

corn) (243–245) and has been associated with N2 fixation (pigeon pea) (246); therefore, 

these observed genomic changes in the bacterial communities might also relate to plant 

growth. 

 

Soil chemical analysis 

To confirm that the tsunami-affected soil sample analyzed in this study did in 

fact have a high iron concentration and/or chemical characteristics that are similar to those 

reported in previous studies on tsunami-affected soils, chemical analysis of the soil sam-

ples of the Hiyoriyama and Amamiya sites was conducted (Table 2-3). As expected, Hiyo-

riyama contained 13 times more iron than Amamiya, which is consistent with the ob-

served losses of the siderophore-synthesis genes. Because Hiyoriyama was also found to 
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be substantially rich in sulfate (e.g., SO4
2− levels were 169 times higher in Hiyoriyama 

than Amamiya), the iron was possibly provided in the form of iron-sulfur compounds (i.e., 

FeS, FeS2, Fe2S3), which are contained in seawater and sediment (247). These sulfurs can 

be oxidized into sulfates via biological processes in the presence of electron acceptors 

(248), including nitrate (NO3
3−) (249–252). I propose that the substantially smaller 

amount of nitrate in Hiyoriyama than Amamiya (>13-fold) may reflect this process. 
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Table 2-3 | Chemical characteristics of the soil samples. 

 

Hiyoriyama Amamiya

pH 5.9 6.1

Electrical conductivity  dS/m 0.23 0.02

Total organic carbon g/kg 3 2.4

Total nitrogen g/kg  0.2 0.2

Ammonium nitrogen (NH3) mg/kg 19.9 15.9

Nitrate nitrogen (NO3
-
) mg/kg  6.2 84.5

Nitrite nitrogen (NO2
-
) mg/kg  <0.05 <0.05

Effective phosphate (PO4
3-

 ) mg/kg  12 40

Exchangeable K
+

cmol(+)/kg  0.34 0.36

Exchangeable Ca
2+

cmol(+)/kg  6.19 4.32

Exchangeable Mg
2+

cmol(+)/kg 0.44 0.94

Exchangeable Na
+

cmol(+)/kg  0.42 0.1

Exchangeable Mn
2+

mg/kg  1.52 3.07

Available iron (Fe) mg/kg 142 10.4

Cl
-

mg/kg 15.7 12.4

Sulfate (SO4
2-

 ) mg/kg 379 2

Cd
a

mg/l  <0.001 <0.001

Cr(VI)
a

mg/l  <0.005 <0.005

Total mercury (Hg)
a

mg/l  <0.0005 <0.0005

Alkyl mercury (Hg)
a

mg/l  <0.0005 <0.0005

Pb
a

mg/l  <0.004 <0.004

As
a

mg/l  <0.001 0.001

B
a

mg/l  <0.1 <0.1

Cd
b

mg/kg  <15 <15

Cr(VI)
b

mg/kg  <25 <25

Hg
b

mg/kg  <1.5 <1.5

Pb
b

mg/kg  <15 <15

As
b

mg/kg  <15 <15

B
b

mg/kg  <400 <400

Cu
b

mg/kg  <10 <10

Zn
b

mg/kg  100 49

Ni
b

mg/kg  <30 <30

a
 Elution amount of chemicals by water. 


b
 Total amount of chemicals contained in the soil sample.
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Except for these chemicals, the characteristics of the two samples were similar 

overall, suggesting that the two soil samples share a similar geological origin. In particular, 

the absence of heavy metals such as Pb, Hg, and Cu in Hiyoriyama might indicate that 

the soil was not completely covered or replaced with marine sediments. In addition, the 

similarities in electrical conductivity and Na+ and Cl- content between samples can be 

attributed to the effects of rain; in the case of the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, water-

soluble salts derived from the tsunami were strongly reduced after a rainy season in a 

coastal area in Thailand (253). I note that the annual precipitations in Sendai city were 

1,214 and 1,179 mm in 2011 and 2012, respectively (the Japan Meteorological Agency). 

 

Shotgun metagenome sequencing 

To investigate differences in the taxonomic compositions and protein-coding 

gene abundance between the two samples, shotgun metagenome sequencing was con-

ducted (Table 2-4). After quality control, 822,865 and 961,221 reads were obtained from 

the Hiyoriyama and Amamiya samples, respectively. 

 

Table 2-4 | General features of the metagenome sequences. 

 

 

  

Hiyoriyama Amamiya

Raw sequence reads 1,091,366 1,177,491

After quality control 822,865 (75.40 %) 961,221 (81.60 %)

CDSs 1,170,916 1,323,575

16S rRNAs 628 633

Taxonomically classified reads 114,838 (13.96 %) 112,459 (11.70 %)

- Bacteria 113,696 (99.01 %) 111,326 (98.99 %)

- Archaea 933 (0.81 %) 707 (0.63 %)

- Viruses 209 (0.18 %) 426 (0.38 %)
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Using Kraken (69), 114,838 (14.0%) and 112,459 (11.7%) shotgun reads from 

Hiyoriyama and Amamiya were taxonomically classified, respectively. Almost all reads 

were assigned to Bacteria (99.01 and 98.99%), whereas few reads were assigned to Ar-

chaea (0.81 and 0.63%) and Viruses (0.18 and 0.38%). The microbial composition of 

abundant genera is shown in Fig. 2-7. The most abundant genus in both samples was 

Burkholderia (4.85 and 7.20%), followed by Bradyrhizobium (4.66 and 6.30%), Rhodop-

seudomonas (3.27 and 3.46%), and Pseudomonas (2.98 and 3.13%). The similar compo-

sition of the major taxonomic groups reflects the similar overall chemical characteristics 

between the two soil samples. In addition, I estimated the typical habitats of the contained 

microbes by querying the extracted 16S rRNA genes against MetaMetaDB (176), a data-

base that links 16S rRNA gene sequences to environments based on comprehensive anal-

ysis of published metagenomic and amplicon-sequencing datasets. The estimated habitats 

quantified as MHI values (176) showed that the top habitat was soil in both communities; 

however, the marine habitat was estimated to be modestly more abundant in Hiyoriyama, 

whereas the soil habitat was more abundant in Amamiya, as expected (Fig. 2-8). 

 

Figure 2-7 | Abundant microbial genera determined in metagenome shotgun sequencing. 

The 30 most abundant microbial genera at Hiyoriyama and their relative abundance at both 

sites are displayed. Blue and orange bars represent Hiyoriyama and Amamiya, respectively. 
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Figure 2-8 | Estimated habitats of microbes at each site. Microbial habitability index (MHI) 

scores were calculated using the top-hit sequences of blastn searches against MetaMetaDB, 

where queries were all 16S rRNA gene sequences extracted from the shotgun metagenome 

sequences. Blue and orange bars represent Hiyoriyama and Amamiya, respectively. 

 

Figure 2-9 displays the genera whose relative abundance substantially differed 

between the two samples, including only those whose abundance in one sample was more 

than three times greater than that in the other. Notably, Arthrobacter was the only genus 

that was both abundant in and differed substantialy between the two samples. Considering 

the fact that Arthrobacter was the genus cultivated in both the R2A and ZoBell media, I 

propose that this genus likely shows a greater potential for adaptation to tsunami-affected 

soils. The other genera that were more abundant in Hiyoriyama included Erysipelothrix, 

where all reads were assigned to a single species, Erysipelothrix rhusiopathiae (254), 

which is known to cause erysipelas, a bacterial skin infection, in animals (255). Although 

previous culture-based studies reported several pathogen species (Mycobacterium ele-

phantis, Massilia timonae, Vibrio ichthyoenteri, V. natriegens, and V. fluvialis) in sludge 

derived from tsunami-affected soil in Tohoku (206, 256), these species were not detected 
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in the present dataset. It may also be notable that the genera detected only in Hiyoriyama 

included typical marine-living groups such as Croceibacter (257), Marinitoga (258), and 

Pyrococcus (259–261), implying that the tsunami facilitated microbial immigration. 
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Figure 2-9 | Microbial genera with a substantial difference in abundance between the two 

sites. Genera whose relative abundance values differed by more than three times between 

the two sites and represented more than 0.003% of the total abundance in either of the two 

sites are displayed for genera overrepresented in (A) Hiyoriyama and (B) Amamiya. Blue 

and orange bars represent the relative abundance in Hiyoriyama and Amamiya, respectively. 

Dots represent the ratios of larger abundance values divided by smaller values, if the smaller 

value was not zero. 
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I annotated the CDSs and investigated the relative abundance of nitrogen cycle-

related genes, because the taxonomic analysis identified genera known to metabolize in-

organic nitrogens, such as Bradyrhizobium, Azospirillum, Frankia, Mesorhizobium, Rhi-

zobium, and Sinorhizobium (Fig. 2-9), and the chemical analysis revealed differences in 

the amount of nitrogen compounds (Table 2-3). The abundance of functional genes 

showed that genes related to denitrification and nitrogen fixation were more abundant in 

Hiyoriyama and genes related to nitrite reduction were more abundant in Amamiya (Fig. 

2-10). In addition to the oxidization of iron-sulfur compounds, this dominance of denitri-

fication-related genes at Hiyoriyama may be another cause of the relatively small amount 

of nitrate observed in Hiyoriyama (Table 2-3), which might affect terrestrial vegetation 

indirectly. 

 

 

Figure 2-10 | Relative abundance of genes related to nitrogen metabolism. (A) A pathway 

map of nitrogen metabolism genes with Enzyme Commission numbers. Blue and orange 

rectangles represent genes that were found to be more abundant in Hiyoriyama and Ama-

miya, respectively. Gray rectangles represent genes not found in either sample. (B) A bar 

plot of the relative abundance for each gene represented by an Enzyme Commission number. 

 

I also investigated the abundance of siderophore-synthesis genes in the shotgun 

metagenome data, but only three and four reads of genes that are involved in this process 

(bactNOG07545, bactNOG14638, and bactNOG30540) were detected in Hiyoriyama and 

Amamiya, respectively, which is not a sufficient sample size for statistical analysis. Dif-

ferences in sulfur metabolism genes were not as large as those of nitrogen metabolism 
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genes. A substantial difference was observed in the numbers of cation transporter genes, 

where 127 and 59 monovalent cation/H+ antiporter subunits, and 96 and 16 Na+/Ca2+ an-

tiporter family proteins (bactNOG00892) were detected in Hiyoriyama and Amamiya, 

respectively. These genes may have facilitated salt tolerance in the tsunami-affected soil, 

because cation transporters are known to function in bacterial salt tolerance (262, 263). 

 

Conclusion 

In this study, I isolated four Arthrobacter strains from a soil sample affected by 

the Tohoku tsunami and determined their whole-genome sequences. Independent losses 

of siderophore-synthesis genes were suggested in these genomes, which was consistent 

with the rich iron content detected in the tsunami-affected soil sample and the weak cul-

tivability of the isolated strains in iron-limited media, although further experimental anal-

ysis will be needed to conclude it. The chemical and metagenomic analyses indicated that 

the tsunami-affected sample was largely similar to the unaffected sample, although some 

notable differences were observed regarding nitrogen metabolism and taxonomic compo-

sition. It should be noted that I cannot conclusively determine whether the isolated Ar-

throbacter strains were brought into the sampled area from sea and then adapted to soil, 

or were originally in the soil and survived under the tsunami-affected conditions. In either 

case, it also remains undetermined whether the siderophore-synthesis genes were mutated 

after the tsunami or the strains that originally lost these genes were simply favored and 

selected in the tsunami-affected soil. 

The Pacific coast of Tohoku, Japan has been flooded by tsunamis many times in 

history (more than 11 tsunamis were triggered in the last 200 years, according to (264)). 

Because a tsunami should affect the soil and its microbial communities in diverse man-

ners, I envision that further comprehensive analyses on microbial ecology and evolution 

after a tsunami will be necessary to develop a deeper understanding of the recovery pro-

cesses of terrestrial microbial ecosystems. 
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Chapter 3: Seasonal analysis of microbial communities 

in precipitation in the Greater Tokyo Area, Japan 

 

Introduction 

Microbes are present and move around nearly everywhere in the Earth. Aerial 

microbes have received considerable attention within this context because the atmosphere 

not only is an unusual habitat for microbes but also likely represents a path by which 

microbes move exceptionally long distances (265–269). To date, several studies have in-

vestigated aerial microbial communities on airborne particles and in clouds using culture-

dependent and independent techniques (270–277), and revealed that aerial microbes can 

originate from terrestrial habitats, including plant surfaces (271, 276, 278). The long-dis-

tance transport of aerial microbes has also been reported, for example from Chinese de-

serts to Japan over the east Eurasian continent and the Sea of Japan (279, 280). Pathogens 

in the atmosphere may be transported over long distances, as integrated simulation anal-

yses of climate and disease propagation suggest the involvement of aerial microbes in 

human diseases (281, 282). Likewise, the outbreak of several plant infections due to aerial 

microbes transported beyond borders and seas has been hypothesized (283, 284).  

Precipitation, i.e., rainfall and snowfall, would bring aerial microbes in the trop-

osphere to the ground surface. Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has detected 

pathogenic bacterial sequences in precipitation samples (285), implicating that precipita-

tion may alter microbial ecosystems on the ground (286, 287). In the reverse direction, 

aerial microbes impact the climate by accelerating cloud formation and precipitation, 

known as “bioprecipitation” (288–293). Several microbial species experimentally exhibit 

ice nucleation activity (INA), which is the ability to accelerate ice nucleation at relatively 

warm temperatures by producing so-called INA proteins (294). Such INA microbes are 

broadly distributed among bacteria and fungi and have been isolated from precipitation 

and cloud water (295, 296). In addition, microbes in clouds may affect the chemical com-

position of clouds via carbon (297, 298) and nitrogen metabolism (299). Thus, a basic 

understanding of microbial communities in precipitation provides important knowledge 

regarding microbial ecology, public health, and even meteorology. To date, several clon-

ing-based (270, 287, 300, 301) and community-wide but short-term (302, 303) analyses 

of microbial communities in precipitation have been carried out. However, community-
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wide and seasonal analyses have not been conducted.  

Here, I and collaborators conducted 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) amplicon-se-

quencing analysis of 30 precipitation samples that were aseptically collected over one 

year in the Greater Tokyo Area, Japan. Microbial community analysis revealed seasonal 

variations in their composition. Notably, the estimated original habitats of precipitation 

microbes showed reasonable consistency with estimated air mass backward trajectories. 

My results support a precipitation-mediated microbial cycle model in which soil, oceanic, 

and animal-associated microbes are spread in the atmosphere, transported for long dis-

tances, and deposited via precipitation. 

 

Material and methods 

Precipitation sampling 

Precipitation samples were collected at two sites in the Greater Tokyo Area, Ja-

pan: Kashiwa (35°54'00''N, 139°55'59''E, 50 m above sea level) and Hongo (35°42'55''N, 

139°45'56''E, 30 m above sea level) (Fig. 3-1). The Kashiwa site was on the roof of a 

seven-story building on the Kashiwa campus, the University of Tokyo, Chiba, Japan, 

which is surrounded by residences, farms, and woods in a suburb of Tokyo. The Hongo 

site was on the roof of a five-story building on the Hongo campus, the University of Tokyo, 

Tokyo, Japan, which is located in downtown Tokyo. The sites are 25.5 km apart and nei-

ther geologically nor meteorologically separated in the Kanto plain. The upper areas of 

both sites are wide open and lack any obstructing buildings or structures that would con-

taminate the precipitation samples. At the Kashiwa site, precipitation was aseptically col-

lected using a US-330 automatic precipitation sampler (Ogasawara Keiki, Tokyo, Japan) 

following the method of Kaushik et al. (285). This device consists of a sterile and dispos-

able bottle inside a 4°C refrigerator and automatically collects precipitation by opening 

the lid only when a sensor detects precipitation. At the Hongo site, precipitation samples 

were manually collected into a sterile and disposable bottle on ice and immediately stored 

in a 4°C refrigerator. At both sites, every part of the collection equipment that potentially 

directly contacted precipitation samples (e.g., disposable collection bottles and channel 

tubes) was sterilized by gamma rays in advance of each sample collection. The precipita-

tion samples were pre-filtered through 5-μm membrane filters, and microbial cells were 

collected using 0.22-μm Sterivex filters (Millipore, USA). The Sterivex filters were 

promptly moved to a -20°C freezer and stored until DNA extraction. Precipitation sam-

pling required no special permission. To prepare negative control samples, 1 L of Milli-
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Q purified water was poured into the collection equipment and filtration was carried out 

in the same manner.  

 

 

 

Figure 3-1 | A map of the sampling sites (Kashiwa and Hongo, yellow) and meteorological 

observatories (Abiko and Tokyo, blue) (left panel), with photos of the sampling sites (right 

panel). At the Kashiwa site, a US-330 automatic precipitation sampler (Ogasawara Keiki, 

Tokyo, Japan) was installed. At the Hongo site, precipitation samples were manually col-

lected. 

 

I and my collaborators collected 25 and 5 precipitation samples containing suf-

ficient amounts of microbial DNA at the Kashiwa and Hongo sites, respectively. The 

sampling dates spanned more than one year from May 2014 to October 2015, encompass-

ing the rainy and typhoon seasons in Japan (Table 3-1; the six digits, letter, and suffix 

number for each sample name represent the sampling date (YYMMDD), the site (K for 

Kashiwa and H for Hongo), and the volume (if multiple samples were collected during 

the same precipitation event). A precipitation event was defined if there was no precipi-
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tation six hours before and after the event. The volumes of collected and filtered precipi-

tation ranged from 50 to 1,000 mL. For correlation analysis with meteorological data, I 

excluded the data obtained from samples 140630K_50, 140630K _100, 140810K_50, and 

140810K_100, which were retrieved as replicate samples with different volumes. Eight 

negative control samples were also collected at different dates at the Kashiwa and Hongo 

sites.  
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Table 3-1 | Sequencing statistics and meteorological characteristics of each precipitation 

sample. 
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DNA extraction and PCR amplification 

Microbial DNA on the Sterivex filters was retrieved using a ChargeSwitch Fo-

rensic DNA Purification Kit (Invitrogen) according to the supplier’s protocol with one 

exception: the filters were directly suspended in the extraction solution from the kit during 

the cell lysis process. The V5-V6 region of the prokaryotic 16S rRNA gene was amplified 

using a standard PCR protocol with TaKaRa Ex Taq (Takara) and the following high-

performance liquid chromatography-purified primers: 784F (5’- RGGATTAGATACCC -

3’) and 1064R (5’- CGACRRCCATGCANCACCT -3’) (304, 305). Amplified DNA was 

concatenated to multiplex identifier tags that were unique to each sample, and a mixture 

of ten samples on average was sequenced in one run on a 454 GS Junior System (Roche) 

after size selection (350 ± 50 bp). Pre-packaged sterile water for injection (in lieu of water 

from a laboratory water purification system) was used throughout the DNA extraction, 

PCR amplification, and DNA library preparation steps to avoid water-mediated contami-

nation. The sampling and DNA sequencing were conducted by the member of the Atmos-

phere and Ocean Research Institute, the University of Tokyo. 

 

Bioinformatic analysis 

For raw sequence data from both precipitation and negative control samples, se-

quence regions at both ends that contained low-quality bases (quality score <20) were 

trimmed using DynamicTrim (306), chimeric sequences were filtered out using UCHIME 

with default settings (76), and sequences whose lengths were shorter than 150 bp were 

discarded. All remaining high-quality sequences were clustered with a 97% identity 

threshold using CD-HIT (77). After discarding clusters that contained negative control 

sequences (303), each cluster was designated as an operational taxonomic unit (OTU). 

For hierarchical cluster analysis of the precipitation samples, the Ward method was used 

based on Bray-Curtis dissimilarities between their OTU compositions. Nonmetric multi-

dimensional scaling (NMDS) analysis was conducted using Bray-Curtis dissimilarities. 

The taxonomic assignment of each OTU was performed by conducting a blastn search 

(213) against the SILVA database (54) and retrieving the top hit sequence that showed e-

values ≤1E-15. To estimate ordinary habitats for each 16S rRNA sequence, a blastn search 

was performed against MetaMetaDB (176), and the top hit sequence with an e-value ≤1E-

10 and an identity ≥90% was retrieved. Microbial habitability index (MHI) scores were 

calculated as previously described (176).  

Amplicon-sequencing data of aerosol and cloud water samples were downloaded 
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from NCBI SRA database (the accession numbers are shown in Table 3-2). Their ordinary 

habitat analyses were conducted as described above after quality filtering. 

 

Table 3-2 | Rarefaction curves for each precipitation sample. 

 

 

Meteorological data analysis 

The data on the amount of precipitation, temperature, wind speed, and atmos-

pheric pressure were retrieved from the website of the Japan Meteorological Agency 

(http://www.jma.go.jp/jma/menu/menureport.html), Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and 

Transport of Japan. Precipitation, wind speed, and temperature data from the Abiko 

(35°51'48''N, 140°06'36''E; 16.4 km from Kashiwa) and Tokyo (35°41'30''N, 

139°45'00''E; 2.9 km from Hongo) observatories were used for the analyses of the 

Kashiwa and Hongo sites, respectively (Fig. 3-1). Atmospheric pressure data from the 

Tokyo observatory were used (this observatory is the closest to both sites that records 

atmospheric pressure data). The wind speed, temperature, and atmospheric pressure data 

were averaged over the period of each precipitation event. To analyze long-range 

transport paths of air masses that caused precipitation by providing water vapor, I esti-

mated backward trajectories of an air mass at 2,000 m altitude for 240 h prior to all pre-

cipitation events for each sampling site. The trajectories were calculated based on the 

hybrid single-particle Lagrangian integrated trajectory (HYSPLIT) model 

(http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/HYSPLIT.php) provided by the Global Data Assimilation Sys-

tem of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, USA (307). The HYSPLIT 

Organism Bioproject Biosample SRR Sequencer Reference

Clouds PRJNA170715 SAMN01091733  SRR521983 454 GS FLX Titanium DeLeon-Rodriguez, et al. (2013)

Aerosol PRJNA170715 SAMN01091732 SRR521980 454 GS FLX Titanium DeLeon-Rodriguez, et al. (2013)

Clouds PRJNA170715 SAMN01091731  SRR521978 454 GS FLX Titanium DeLeon-Rodriguez, et al. (2013)

Clouds PRJNA170715 SAMN01091729 SRR521975 454 GS FLX Titanium DeLeon-Rodriguez, et al. (2013)

Clouds PRJNA170715 SAMN01091719  SRR521974 454 GS FLX Titanium DeLeon-Rodriguez, et al. (2013)

Clouds PRJNA170715 SAMN01091718 SRR521972 454 GS FLX Titanium DeLeon-Rodriguez, et al. (2013)

Aerosol PRJNA170715 SAMN01091716 SRR521970 454 GS FLX Titanium DeLeon-Rodriguez, et al. (2013)

Aerosol PRJNA170715 SAMN01090408  SRR521967 454 GS FLX Titanium DeLeon-Rodriguez, et al. (2013)

Clouds PRJNA170715 SAMN01091717  SRR521965 454 GS FLX Titanium DeLeon-Rodriguez, et al. (2013)

Aerosol PRJNA271181 SAMN03273277 SRR1735301 454 GS Junior Xia, et al. (2015)

Aerosol PRJNA271181 SAMN03273276 SRR1735300 454 GS Junior Xia, et al. (2015)

Aerosol PRJNA271181 SAMN03273275 SRR1735299 454 GS Junior Xia, et al. (2015)

Aerosol PRJNA271181 SAMN03273274 SRR1735298 454 GS Junior Xia, et al. (2015)
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model uses gridded meteorological data and considers advection and diffusion of air par-

cels in calculation of their trajectories. This model has been used in a variety of atmos-

pheric simulations focusing on the atmospheric transport, dispersion, and deposition of 

pollutants and hazardous materials (307), while it has also been adopted for estimation of 

sources of airborne microbes (e.g., (303, 308–311)). 

 

Mock precipitation  

Ten bacterial strains were selected to prepare artificial mock precipitation samples. 

These strains belonged to bacterial groups that were frequently detected in previous stud-

ies investigating aerosolized microbes (265, 273, 276, 309) (Table 3-3). All strains were 

independently pure-cultured and suspended in 50 mL of sterile water at a cell density of 

8.36 × 102 cell/mL/strain (total density: 8.36 × 103 cell/mL). This density was determined 

by direct cell counting of a precipitation sample collected on August 6, 2013 at the 

Kashiwa site (after pre-filtration with a 10-μm membrane filter, bacterial cells were cap-

tured with a 0.22-μm pore-size Sterivex filter and counted by performing 4’,6-diamidino-

2-phenylindole (DAPI) staining). 

 

Table 3-3 | Strains in mock precipitation sample. 

 

 

Data deposition 

The amplicon sequence data were deposited in the DDBJ/ENA/GenBank data-

base under BioSample IDs SAMD00059585-SAMD00059614 and SAMD00060461-

SAMD00060471. All data were registered under BioProject ID PRJDB5087. 

 

  

Phylum Class Order Family Genus Spices Strain
Type

strain

1 Acidobacteria Holophagae Acanthopleuribacterales Acanthopleuribacteraceae Acanthopleuribacter pedis NBRC101209 T

2 Bacteroidetes Flavobacteriia Flavobacteriales Flavobacteriaceae Croceibacter atlanticus HTCC2559 F

3 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Bacillaceae Bacillus subtilis NBRC13719 T

4 Firmicutes Bacilli Bacillales Staphylococcaceae Staphylococcus aureus NBRC15035 F

5 Proteobacteria α-Proteobacteria Sphingomonadales Sphingomonadaceae Erythrobacter longus NBRC14126 T

6 Proteobacteria α-Proteobacteria Rhodobacterales Rhodobacteraceae Roseobacter litoralis NBRC15278 T

7 Proteobacteria β-Proteobacteria Burkholderiales Burkholderiaceae Burkholderia plantarii NBRC104885 F

8 Proteobacteria γ-Proteobacteria Pseudomonadales Pseudomonadaceae Pseudomonas stutzeri ATCC17588 F

9 Proteobacteria γ-Proteobacteria Alteromonadales Pseudoalteromonadaceae Pseudoalteromonus espejiana NBCR102222 T

10 Proteobacteria γ-Proteobacteria Vibrionales Vibrionaceae Vibrio fischeri ATCC700601n T
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Results and discussion 

Amplicon sequencing of precipitation samples 

A total of 64,100 high-quality sequences 231 ± 45 bp in length were generated 

from 30 precipitation and eight negative control samples. The precipitation samples in-

cluded typhoon rain, rainy season rain, and snow. After removing sequences exhibiting 

>97% similarity to the negative control samples, 12,089 “effective” sequences compris-

ing 1,297 OTUs remained. To make the analyses based on reads that were not likely from 

contamination as much as possible, I took a conservative and strict filtering approach, 

whose extent of read number reduction was similar to that in a previous study (303). The 

number of OTUs per sample ranged from 4 to 226 (Table 3-1). Based on rarefaction 

curves, the obtained OTUs represented their microbial communities well for some sam-

ples, although several samples required additional sequences (Fig. 3-2). 

 

Figure 3-2 | Rarefaction curves for each precipitation sample. 

Hierarchical cluster analysis of OTU composition in the precipitation samples 

indicated samples collected during the same precipitation event with different volumes 

(50, 100, and 200 mL) that were highly similar to each other (Fig. 3-3, open symbols), 
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suggesting that differences in volume have little effect on analysis in the 50-200 mL range. 

Moreover, microbial communities in samples that were collected on the same day at dif-

ferent sampling sites (Kashiwa and Hongo) were closely positioned in the dendrogram 

(Fig. 3-3, closed symbols), indicating that the observed OTU compositions reflect the 

microbial populations in precipitation rather than those in the atmosphere near the ground 

surface or equipment- or reagent-mediated contamination at each site. NMDS analysis 

did not show any clear trend, although samples of close dates tended to be clustered to-

gether (Fig. 3-4). 

 

Figure 3-3 | Hierarchical clustering of precipitation samples based on OTU composition. 

The distance matrix was calculated based on the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity, and clusters were 

calculated using Ward’s method. Open symbols indicate samples that were collected during 

the same precipitation event with different volumes. Closed symbols indicate samples that 

were collected on the same day at different sites (Kashiwa and Hongo). 
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Figure 3-4 | Nonmetric multidimensional scaling plot for OTU compositions. The distance 

matrix was calculated based on the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity. The stress value of the final 

configuration was 20.46%. 

 

Taxonomic composition of precipitation microbial communities 

Among the 12,089 effective sequences, 11,994 (99.2%) were taxonomically as-

signed at the phylum level. Almost all sequences were assigned to 24 phyla in the domain 

Bacteria with the exception of 4 (0.03%) and 219 (1.7%) sequences assigned to Archaea 

and mitochondria, respectively. This strong bias toward bacterial sequences may reflect 

the actual composition but may also be attributable to amplification bias introduced by 

primer specificity. The top three and six most abundant bacterial phyla accounted for 

>80% and >95%, respectively, of the sequence pool of all precipitation samples (Fig. 3-

5A). Proteobacteria was the most abundant phylum (23–88%) across all precipitation 

samples with the exception of the 140630K, 140926K, and 150116K samples (Firmicutes 
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(89–94%), Actinobacteria (50%), and Firmicutes (49%) were the most abundant phyla, 

respectively). A particularly exceptional microbial community dominated by Firmicutes 

was observed in the 140630K sample. Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, and Actinobacteria were 

the other dominant phyla in the total sequence pool. In principle, these results were con-

sistent with those of a previous study in which Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, and Bac-

teroidetes were the dominant phyla in precipitation samples captured in Seoul, Korea 

(303), whereas comparatively greater numbers of sequences were assigned to Actinobac-

teria, Planctomycetes, and Cyanobacteria in this study. At the class level, the abundant 

groups were Gammaproteobacteria, Betaproteobacteria, and Alphaproteobacteria, fol-

lowed by Bacilli, Flavobacteriia, Clostridia, Actinobacteria, and Sphingobacteriia (Fig. 

3-5B). Notably, the enrichment of these phyla and classes was also reported in previous 

studies investigating aerosolized (271, 273, 278) and cloud water microbial communities 

(273, 312). 
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Figure 3-5 | Relative abundances of sequences at the phylum (A) and class (B) levels. 

Groups demonstrating <5% abundance were summarized as “Others.” 
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Several OTUs were assigned to genera that potentially contain INA bacteria, i.e., 

Acinetobacter, Bacillus, Erwinia, Flavobacterium, Luteimonas, Microbacterium, Pseu-

domonas, Psychrobacter, Sphingomonas, and Stenotrophomonas (265) (Table 3-4). I also 

detected several genera containing known pathogens, including typical human pathogens 

such as Legionella, Streptococcus, Arcobacter, Rickettsia and Clostridium, and plant path-

ogens such as Erwinia, although their abundance was low. I did not detect season-specific 

microbial groups in the typhoon rain, rainy season, and snow samples with statistical sig-

nificance, probably partly due to small sample sizes. 

 

Table 3-4 | Numbers of sequencing reads of OTUs that assigned to genera including micro-

bial spices that previously reported to have ice nucleation activity (INA). 

 

 

Seasonal and meteorological correlations 

Taxonomic distribution exhibited seasonal variability (Fig. 3-5). Notably, the 

abundance of Proteobacteria decreased from summer to winter (p-value < 0.01, Mann-

Whitney U-test), and a similar trend has consistently been observed in aerosolized micro-

bial communities (276). To more closely investigate the factors underlying changes in the 

precipitation microbial communities, I performed a correlation analysis between meteor-

ological characteristics and microbial composition (Fig. 3-6). The relative abundance of 

the order Bacteroidales negatively correlated with temperature (Spearman correlation 

ρ = -0.70, p-value < 0.01 after the Bonferroni correction). Although other correlations 

were not statistically significant after multiple testing correction, the amount of precipi-

tation, wind speed, and atmospheric pressure showed tendencies of positive correlations 

with the abundance of the orders Cellvibrionales (ρ = 0.59), Cellvibrionales (ρ = 0.58), 

and Pseudomonadales (ρ = 0.57), respectively. Notably, the abundance of the order Le-

gionellales, which contains several known pathogens, showed a tendency of a positive 
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Erwinia 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 6 0 0 3 1 4 0 0 0 0 2 6 0 0 0

Flavobacterium 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 27 14 23 1 14 0 0 0 8 12 0 0 0 23 0 0 0 14

Luteimonas 0 0 0 0 0 7 8 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 12 0 0 0

Microbacterium 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0

Pseudomonas 9 1 2 1 2 13 17 0 6 26 0 1 108 59 97 94 98 8 0 0 4 11 6 1 1 6 18 0 3 4

Psychrobacter 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 13 10 66 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 4 0 0 0

Sphingomonas 105 1 0 0 1 3 2 0 4 0 0 0 2 10 7 23 18 2 0 0 2 26 10 2 0 8 23 0 3 5

Stenotrophomonas 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0

Total 117 4 2 5 3 33 28 0 15 31 2 2 172 104 210 168 147 10 3 1 20 57 27 3 1 62 80 1 6 24

INA microbes were listed from Després, et al.  (2012).
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correlation with temperature (ρ = 0.47), where aerosolized water is known to facilitate 

the dispersion of Legionella (313) and a warm and wet climate is associated with the 

incidence of Legionnaires’ disease (314, 315). Although cell numbers were not measured 

except for one sample in this study, I note that seasonal variability in cell numbers would 

also be important, especially because that of atmospheric samples was reported (275, 302). 

Similarly, analyses with particulate matter density and O3 and NO3 concentrations are 

also envisioned, because they would substantially affect aerial microbes (273, 285, 310, 

316).  

 

 

Figure 3-6 | Correlation analysis between relative abundances of sequences at the order 

level and meteorological data. The color scheme represents Spearman’s rank correlation 

coefficient. 

 

Relationship between ordinary habitats of precipitation microbes and air mass 

backward trajectories 

 To estimate the environments from which microbes in precipitation originated, I 
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performed a microbial habitat index analysis using MetaMetaDB (176), which is a data-

base to estimate the ordinary habitats of microbes based on similarity searches for 16S 

rRNA gene sequences against amplicon-sequencing and shotgun metagenomic data in 

public databases. In most samples, animal-associated environments, such as gut microbi-

ota, were estimated to be the most dominant ordinary habitats (52% on average) (Fig. 3-

7 and Fig. 3-8), which is consistent with a previous study in which animal feces were the 

dominant source of airborne bacteria (276). Notably, marine-related environments, such 

as marine and marine sediment, were estimated to be relatively major ordinary habitats 

for several samples (e.g., 65.1 and 63.1% in the 140810K and 141014K samples, respec-

tively). Soil-related environments, such as soil and rhizosphere, were also estimated to be 

major ordinary habitats (11.0% on average). For comparison, I also conducted ordinary 

habitat analyses using amplicon-sequencing data from aerosol (311) and cloud water 

(273) samples. The soil-related and animal-associated environments were generally major 

ordinary habitats as consistent to the present results, whereas marine-related environ-

ments were not major possibly because the origins of the microbes or the sampling meth-

ods were different from those in this study (Fig. 3-9).  
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Figure 3-7 | Estimated ordinary habitats of precipitation microbes. Because the ordinary 

habitat for an individual 16S rRNA sequence cannot be conclusively determined, the micro-

bial habitability index (MHI) was calculated to estimate the probability of an ordinary hab-

itat. Estimated ordinary habitats demonstrating <5% abundance were summarized as “Oth-

ers.” The estimated route of the air mass before each precipitation event is indicated in the 

right column. The terrestrial, oceanic, and hybrid routes are colored in orange, blue, and 

green, respectively.  
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Figure 3-8 | Estimated ordinary habitats of precipitation microbes for three ecosystem 

groups. The abundance values in each ecosystem group are summation for habitats de-

scribed below. Marine-related: “aquatic”, “marine”, “marine sediment”, “fish”, and “hot 

spring”; Animal-associated: “human”, “human gut”, “human lung”, “human nasal pharyn-

geal”, “bovine gut”, and “mouse gut”; and Soil-related: “hydrocarbon”, “rhizosphere”, 

“soil”, and “terrestrial.” The estimated route of the air mass before each precipitation event 

is indicated in the right column. 
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Figure 3-9 | Estimated ordinary habitats of microbes in aerosol and cloud water samples. 

Estimated ordinary habitats demonstrating <5% abundance were summarized as “Others.” 

 

 The estimated backward trajectories of air masses that led to the precipitation 

events at the Kashiwa and Hongo sites were classified as terrestrial, oceanic, and hybrid 

routes. The terrestrial route typically originated from the middle of the Eurasian continent 

and passed through the East China Sea, the Yellow Sea, and the Sea of Japan; the oceanic 

route typically originated from the Pacific Ocean and passed through the East China Sea 

or the Sea of Okhotsk; and the hybrid route comprised both the terrestrial and oceanic 

areas. Consistent with the typical pattern of the seasonal winds in Asia, the terrestrial and 

oceanic routes dominated in winter and summer, respectively (Fig. 3-7 and Fig. 3-8). The 

estimated ordinary habitats of the precipitation microbes showed agreement with the es-

timated air mass backward trajectories. For example, Planctomycetes, which contains 

several aquatic microbes (317), was frequently found when the backward trajectories fol-

lowed oceanic routes (Fig. 3-5A and Fig. 3-7). PERMANOVA analysis showed a signif-

icant relationship between the routes and the estimated composition of ordinary microbial 

habitats (p-value < 0.05). Notably, the ratios of marine-related environments dominated 

when the air masses originated from the oceanic route, and animal-related environments 

dominated when they originated from the terrestrial route. Shannon’s diversity indices of 
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microbes became larger when the air masses originated from the terrestrial route (Shan-

non’s diversity indices were 3.74 ± 0.68, 3.05 ± 1.00, and 3.15 ± 1.36 for the terrestrial, 

oceanic, and hybrid routes, respectively. The index of each sample is shown in Table 3-

1); however, it should be noted that some samples required additional sequences to reach 

plateaus of rarefaction curves as mentioned already.  

Soil, oceanic, and animal-associated microbes are spread in the atmosphere and 

transported for long distances (292, 318), and precipitation may facilitate this microbial 

cycle. Sea-living microbes are emitted into the atmosphere via the bursting of bubbles on 

waves (319), whereas soil-living and animal-associated microbes are transported on soil 

dust (279, 280, 320, 321). In high-altitude atmospheric environments, microbes may be 

under substantial selection pressure due to harsh chemical, physical, and nutrient condi-

tions (266, 322, 323). INA microbes play roles in cloud formation (322) and may facilitate 

the return of aerial microbes to diverse environments. The dispersal of pathogenic mi-

crobes causes disease epidemics that threaten public health and agricultural plant and an-

imal health (281–283, 324). Continuous long-term monitoring and large-scale analysis of 

precipitation microbes is thus envisioned to reveal the full impact of atmospheric micro-

bial transport on microbial ecology, microbial evolution, public health, and climate. 

 

Amplicon sequencing of mock precipitation samples 

My collaborators observed a microbial cell density of 8.36×103 cell/mL via di-

rect cell counting of a precipitation sample. This number did not differ greatly from den-

sities observed in previous studies of precipitation microbes (289, 300, 325) and was 

much smaller than the densities of other typical marine (106–109 cells/mL) (326), soil 

(107–1011 cells/g) (327), and human gut samples (1011–1012 cells/g) (328). A 50-mL mock 

precipitation sample was prepared that contained ten bacterial strains at this total density 

and conducted amplicon-sequencing analysis of their 16S rRNA genes. A sufficient DNA 

library was produced (10.1 ng/L), and 36.6% of the pyro-sequenced reads were taxonom-

ically assigned (Table 3-5). The existence of seven of the ten strains was verified, but the 

other three were not. In addition, read number biases were observed as previously re-

ported in amplicon-sequencing studies investigating low-density microbial communities 

(304, 305, 329–333). 
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Table 3-5 | Numbers of sequencing reads and assigned taxa retrieved from the artificial 

mock precipitation sample using this experimental protocol. 

 

 

The analysis of microbial communities using samples with low cell densities and 

limited volumes remains a challenge. In addition to precipitation samples, deep-sea sedi-

ment core samples below the ocean floor (334), ice core samples in polar regions (335), 

and hot spring samples (336) also share these characteristics. Notably, microbial cell den-

sity in the atmosphere is low (104–106 cell/m3) (267, 275, 320), but millions of liters of 

air can be collected and condensed (337). My results obtained with mock precipitation 

samples suggest several limitations should be considered when interpreting the amplicon-

sequencing analysis of low-density microbial communities; some microbial groups may 

be missing or over-/under-represented due to DNA extraction and sequencing biases. An-

other important problem is contamination by experimental reagents during sample prep-

aration and DNA sequencing (338–340). Regardless of my and collaborators efforts to 

prevent contamination, I observed sequences from several genera that were not part of 

the mock community, indicating the importance of conducting negative control experi-

ments. Further technical improvements are envisioned to elucidate precipitation and other 

low-density microbial communities. 

 

Conclusion 

Microbes are present nearly everywhere in the Earth, even in precipitation from 

the sky. Precipitation is supposed to make microbes in the atmosphere finally fall down 

to the ground surface. In this study, I thoroughly observed microbial communities in pre-

cipitation samples that were collected over one year in the Greater Tokyo area, Japan. To 

my knowledge, this is the first amplicon-sequencing study investigating precipitation mi-

crobial communities involving sampling over the duration of a year. Most importantly, 

the results suggest seasonal variations in the microbial communities in precipitation, and 

Families assignment Samples Genus assignment

C1 C2 C3

Acanthopleuribacteraceae 8 1 8 Acanthopleuribacter

Bacillaceae 73 93 52 Bacillus

Staphylococcaceae 3 0 0 Staphylococcus

Methylobacteriaceae 0 1 2 Methylobacterium

Sphingomonadaceae 1 1 0 Sphingomonas

Burkholderiaceae 2 0 0 Burkholderia , Ralstonia

Pseudoalteromonadaceae 4 0 0 Pseudoalteromonas

Enterobacteriaceae 455 176 401 Buttiauxella, Citrobacter, Enterobacter, Escherichia-Shigella, Kluyvera, Pantoea, Rahnella, Tatumella

Pseudomonadaceae 11 34 11 Pseudomonas

Vibrionaceae 59 34 47 Aliivibrio, Photobacterium, Vibrio
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their community structures were significantly associated with the estimated air mass tra-

jectories. These results highlight importance of precipitation in long-range microbial im-

migration via the atmosphere, which may answer how tiny microbes can dynamically 

travel around the globe.  
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Chapter 4: Culture-independent metagenomic and 

metaepigenomic analysis of prokaryotes in Lake Biwa, 

Japan. 

 

Introduction 

DNA methylation is a major mechanism of epigenetic modification that is found 

in the genomes of diverse prokaryotes (341). One of the main roles of prokaryotic DNA 

methylation is sequence-specific restriction-modification (RM), which protects host cells 

from invasion by extracellular DNA, such as phage infection (342). Microbes produce 

several heterogeneous proteins that contain restriction endonucleases (REases) and me-

thyltransferases (MTases). MTases methylate host DNA to protect against digestion by 

REases, while infected unmethylated DNA is rapidly recognized by REases and degraded. 

This system for chemical modification of DNA serves a wide variety of biological func-

tions in prokaryotes, including gene expression regulation, chromosome replication, cell 

cycle regulation, anti-mutagenesis, and mismatch repair (343–347). The sequence speci-

ficity of the RM system can easily be altered, and they frequently act as mobilome com-

ponents, suggesting that the system contributed to genome evolution in prokaryotes (348, 

349). Research interest in the field of prokaryotic methylation systems has grown, as has 

our understanding of fundamental microbiological processes, including microbe adapta-

bility and disease pathogenicity (345, 350). However, community-scale observation of 

epigenomic characteristics in environmental microbes has been prevented by experi-

mental limitations, although a pioneering study investigated methylation patterns in the 

sediment community (351). 

The recent development of single molecule real-time (SMRT) sequencing tech-

nology allows us to obtain DNA methylation information easily. SMRT sequencing can 

identify the three main types of prokaryotic DNA methylation: N6-methyladenine (m6A), 

5-methylcytosine (m5C), and N4-methylcytosine (m4C) (187, 188). Recent studies have 

reported the pervasive presence of DNA methylation in diverse culturable prokaryotes 

(189, 352) using this technology. However, little is known about methylation patterns in 

environmental microbial communities that are typically dominated by unculturable mem-

bers. Direct observation of methylation patterns in whole microbial communities, known 
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as metaepigenomic analysis, can provide fundamental knowledge of prokaryotic biology 

and ecology in the environment (353). 

The implementation of SMRT sequencing can also provide ultra-long sequenc-

ing reads, up to 60 kb (354). The long read length permits reconstruction of near-complete 

high-quality microbial genomes from metagenomic shotgun sequencing data, which 

greatly facilitates genomic analysis, such as gene functional annotation and comparative 

genomics (355). However, the high rates of base call error (~15%) in SMRT sequencing 

reads can negatively affect downstream analyses (356, 357). Because the technology is 

insensitive to various context-specific biases (e.g., GC biases, highly repetitive regions), 

the circular consensus sequence (CCS), which is an error-corrected consensus read de-

rived from multiple alignment consensuses of subreads belonging to the same single-

molecule circular sequence, can improve read accuracy. Recent studies have applied the 

SMRT CCS technique using full-length 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing for phylogenetic 

profiling (358) and transcriptome sequencing for determining complete isoform se-

quences (359). In contrast, expectations for application of long-read sequencing to meta-

genomic analysis are high (192), few papers have reported applications for reconstructing 

dominant bacterial genomes (360, 361).  

Here, I conducted metagenomic and metaepigenomic analysis using long CCS 

reads generated using the PacBio Sequel platform to profile the freshwater microbiome 

of Lake Biwa, the largest lake in Japan. Freshwater habitats are rich in phage-prokaryote 

interactions, and genetic exchanges are frequent (362). Although many efforts have been 

made to evaluate the phylogenetic diversity of both phages and prokaryotes (363, 364), 

little is known about their relationship, for example, variation in RM systems among pro-

karyotes and their efficacy against phage infections. This proof-of-concept study per-

formed metagenomic analysis using shotgun SMRT sequencing reads to reveal the ge-

netic and epigenomic characteristics of a microbial community that is dominated by un-

culturable members. 

 

Materials and methods 

Sample collection 

Water samples were collected at a pelagic site (35°13′09.5″N 135°59′44.7″E) in 

Lake Biwa, Japan (Fig. 4-1) on December 26, 2016. The sampling site is approximately 

3 km from the nearest shore, with a maximum depth of 73 m. The vertical profiles of 

temperature, dissolved oxygen, and chlorophyll concentration were measured using a 
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conductivity, temperature, depth (CTD) probe in situ. The lake has a permanently oxy-

genated hypolimnion and was thermally stratified when the sampling was carried out (Fig. 

4-2).  

 

 

Figure 4-1 | A map of the sampling site. Fresh water was sampled at depths of 5 m and 65 

m. 
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Figure 4-2 | Vertical profiles (water temperature, dissolved oxygen, and chlorophyll a) of 

the sampling site. The two dotted lines in each figure represent depths where fresh water 

was collected (5 m and 65 m). 

 

Water sampling was conducted at depths of 5 m and 65 m, immediately above 

and below the thermally stratified layer, respectively. Water was collected in prewashed 

5- L Niskin bottles and then transferred into sterile bottles. I confirmed that the study did 

not involve endangered or protected species and the sampling required no special permis-

sion. All equipment that came in direct contact with the water samples was either steri-

lized by autoclaving or disinfected with hypochlorous acid solution. The water samples 

were immediately transported to the laboratory and cell-capture was performed. Approx-

imately 30 L of water samples were prefiltered through 5-μm membrane PC filters (What-

man, UK), and microbial cells were collected using 0.22-μm Sterivex filters (Millipore, 

USA) and immediately stored at −20°C in a refrigerator until subsequent analysis. The 

sampling was conducted by the members of the Center of Ecological Research, Kyoto 

University. 
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DNA extraction and SMRT sequencing  

The microbial DNA captured on the Sterivex filters was retrieved using a Pow-

erSoil DNA Isolation Kit (QIAGEN) according to the supplier’s protocol with slight mod-

ifications; the filters were removed from the filter container, cut into 3-mm fragments, 

and directly suspended in the extraction solution in the kit for cell lysis. The bead beating 

time was extended to 20 minutes in order to yield sufficient quantities of DNA for SMRT 

sequencing, with reference to Albertsen et al. (365). SMRT sequencing was conducted 

using a PacBio Sequel system (Pacific Biosciences of California, Menlo Park, CA) in two 

independent runs, as two technical replicates, according to the manufacturer’s standard 

protocols. SMRT libraries were prepared with a 4-kb insertion length and two SMRT cells 

were used for each sample. All SMRT libraries were prepared and sequenced at the Na-

tional Institute of Genetics (Mishima, Japan).  

 

Bioinformatic analysis 

Subreads that were sequenced in at least three full passes and had >97% mini-

mum basecall accuracy were retained for generating highly accurate consensus sequences 

for the CCS (referred to as CCS reads) using the standard PacBio SMRT software package. 

Through this step, mismatches that occurred in only one read, as well as insertions and 

deletions (which are more common in SMRT sequencing reads), were discarded. Kraken 

(69) and Kaiju (70) were used for taxonomic assignment of CCS reads. Classification 

using Kraken (69) was performed using complete prokaryotic genomes from RefSeq (63) 

for comparison, using the default parameters. Classification using Kaiju (70) was con-

ducted against protein sequences from the NCBI BLAST nr database (366) in “Greedy-

5” mode. CCS reads that encoded potential 16S rRNA genes were first extracted using 

SortMeRNA (226). RNAmmer (217) was used to extract 16S rRNA sequences from CCS 

reads. The 16S rRNA sequences were taxonomically assigned based on sequence simi-

larity using blastn (213) against the SILVA database (54) and top hit sequences with e-

values ≤1E-15 were retrieved. 

 CCS reads were de novo assembled using Canu (367) and Mira (368) individu-

ally. Because CCS reads were used for genome assembly, the -pacbio-corrected setting in 

Canu was used, and the Mira settings for PacBio CCS reads were employed, according 

to the instructions provided. After exclusion of repeated contigs, the remaining assembled 

contigs were taxonomically binned using MetaBAT (103) based on genome abundance 

and tetra-nucleotide frequencies as genomic signatures. The coverage of each genome 
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was calculated by mapping of CCS reads using BLASR (369). The quality of all genome 

bins was assessed using CheckM (370). The CheckM is a tool for estimating the com-

pleteness and contaminations of each genome bin based on co-located sets of marker 

genes conserved across wide bacterial and archaeal genome (370). RNAmmer (217) was 

used to extract 16S rRNA sequences from the contigs. The extracted 16S rRNA sequences 

were taxonomically annotated as described above. All bins were taxonomically assigned 

using 16S rRNA similarity when the gene was predicted to be present in the genome bin. 

Otherwise, each contig was taxonomically assigned using CAT (371) or Kaiju (70) and 

the most frequently identified linage was regarded as the representative one. Coding se-

quences (CDSs) were predicted using Prodigal (212) and functional annotations were 

based on GHOSTZ (372) searches against the eggNOG (215) and Swiss-Prot (214) data-

bases with a cut-off e-value ≤1E-5, and HMMER (373) searches against Pfam (374) with 

same cut-off e-value. A maximum likelihood (ML) tree of genome bins was constructed 

on the basis of the set of 400 conserved bacterial marker genes using PhyloPhlAn (222). 

Prophage sequence regions within genome bins were predicted using PHASTER (375) 

and sequence alignment of prophages was conducted using LAST (376). CRISPR arrays 

were predicted using the CRISPR Recognition Tool (377) and Cas genes were annotated 

using 101 known CRISPR-associated genes obtained from TIGRFAM (378) and 

HMMER (373) searches with an e-value ≤1E-5. 

  

Methylation motif analysis and RM system identification 

DNA chemical modification detection and motif analysis were performed using 

BaseMod, which is an official method for PacBio DNA modification sequence analysis. 

Briefly, raw sequencing reads were mapped on assembled contigs using BLASR (369) 

and interpulse duration (IPD) ratios were calculated for DNA modification motif identi-

fication. These motifs represent the recognition sequences of active MTase (188). To ob-

tain reliable motifs, possible misidentified motifs were removed; motifs with low pres-

ence (<50) or showing a low motif methylation fraction (<1%) in the genome bin were 

excluded from further analysis. 

MTase genes were annotated using Blastp (213) against an experimentally-con-

firmed gold standard dataset from the Restriction Enzyme Database (REBASE), a com-

prehensive enzyme database of RM systems (379), with a cut-off e-value ≤1E-15. The 

sequence specificity of each putative MTase gene was predicted based on significant sim-

ilarity to reference MTase genes from REBASE. An ML tree of MTases was subjected to 
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multiple alignment using ClustalW (380) with the default settings. An ML tree was gen-

erated by MEGA 7 (381) using the LG substitution model that incorporates the gamma 

distribution of the dataset (LG+G), the AIC-selected model, and 100 bootstrap replicates. 

 

Data deposition 

The sequence data were deposited in the DDBJ Sequenced Read Archive under 

the accession numbers DRX114265-114268. All data were registered under BioProject 

ID PRJDB6656. 

 

Results and discussion 

CCS reads quality assessment 

 PacBio Sequel returned a total of 9.6 Gbp (2.6 million subreads) and 6.4 Gbp 

(2.0 million subreads) of sequencing subreads from the biwa_5m and biwa_65m samples, 

respectively (Table 4-1). Following the circular consensus analysis, 168,599 and 117,802 

CCS reads remained, respectively. The average length of the CCS reads from the two 

samples was 4,474 ± 931 and 4,394 ± 587 bp, respectively (Fig. 4-2). Although base 

quality score declined slightly with read base position, the read quality scores exceeded a 

20 Phred quality score of >90% at each position (Fig. 4-3), suggesting a low rate of base 

call errors in the CCS reads. The resulting high-accuracy long CCS reads were therefore 

used for subsequent downstream analyses. 

 

 

Table 4-1 | General features of the metagenomic sequences.  

 

 

Sample biwa_5m biwa_65m

Sequenced reads 850,494 688,436

    Total base pairs (bp) 9,570,723,004 6,419,717,083

CCS reads 168,599 117,802

    Read length (bp) 4,474 ± 931 4,394 ± 587

    Total base (bp) 754,416,328 517,663,806

16S rRNA 170 106

    Length (bp) 1,491 ± 64 1,468 ± 104
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Figure 4-3 | Frequency distribution of the length of the circular consensus sequence (CCS) 

reads with at least 3-fold coverage and a quality score >97%. The SMRT libraries were size-

selected for a 4-kbp length. CCS sequence counts were binned in 100-bp increments. 
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Figure 4-4 | Base quality scores of CCS reads. Outer whiskers (gray region) represent the 

10th to 90th percentiles of position quality scores. Inner whiskers (orange region) represent 

the 25th to 75th percentiles. Dots are the mean quality score at each base position. The lines 

show a fitted LOESS model. 

 

Diversity of microbial taxonomy 

Taxonomic assignment of CCS reads was performed using two different tools; 

Kraken (69) with complete prokaryotic genomes from RefSeq (63) (Fig. 4-5); and Kaiju 

(70) with the NCBI BLAST nr protein sequence database (366) (Fig. 4-6). Moreover, 16S 
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rRNA sequences were used for a blastn similarity search against the SILVA database (382) 

(Fig. 4-7). The assignment ratio was >88% at the phylum level and >56% at the genus 

level when using Kaiju. In contrast, only 29% of CCS reads could be assigned to phyla 

when using Kraken (Table 4-1), likely due to the lack of genomic data for freshwater 

microbes in RefSeq. The ratios of assigned reads were higher than previously reported 

(70), perhaps due to the long read length. The protein-based taxonomic assignment anal-

ysis showed that the two samples had similar compositions (Fig. 4-5) and analyses using 

two other strategies showed similar tendencies (Fig. 4-6, 4-7). The results of Kaiju anal-

ysis and 16S rRNA sequence analysis showed similar compositions (Fig. 4-5, 4-7), likely 

indicating high assignment accuracy. Thus, the Kaiju results were used for subsequent 

analyses. 

At the phylum level, Proteobacteria were dominant in both samples, followed by 

Actinobacteria, Firmicutes, and Bacteroidetes. Nitrospirae, Chloroflexi, and Thaumar-

chaeota were abundant in the deep water sample, consistent with previous findings (383, 

384). The number of archaea was negligible in both samples (0.6 and 6.9% in the 

biwa_5m and biwa_65m samples, respectively), but archaea were more abundant in the 

deep water sample than the shallow water sample. Thaumarchaeota was the most abun-

dant archaeal phylum in the deep water sample (6.1%), followed by Euryarchaeota (0.6%), 

Candidatus Pacearchaeota (0.04%), and Crenarchaeota (0.02%). The overwhelming 

abundance of Thaumarchaeota in the hypolimnion was consistent with a previous study 

(384). Although viruses and eukaryotes were more abundant in surface water (Fig. 4-5), 

they were relatively less abundant than bacteria, because the filter size range (5–0.2 μm) 

was not suitable for most viruses and eukaryotic cells. The dominant eukaryotic phylum 

was Opisthokonta (2.68 and 0.92%), followed by Alveolata (1.67 and 0.45%) and Strame-

nopiles (1.45 and 0.15%). Among viruses, Caudovirales and Phycodnaviridae were the 

most abundant families in both samples. Phycodnaviridae mainly infect eukaryotic algae, 

while Caudovirales are known to be bacteriophages. The third most abundant viral family 

was Mimiviridae, eukaryophages that are known as “Megavirales” owing to their large 

genome size (0.6–1.3 Mbp) (385, 386). Phages without double-stranded DNA (i.e., sin-

gle-stranded DNA and RNA phages) were not included in this study owing to the exper-

imental method used. In general, the results were consistent with those of previous studies 

that reported the microbial component in freshwater lake environments. Notably, previous 

studies reported that community compositions predicted using SMRT sequencing reads 

show good concordance at the genus level with those using current short read technolo-

gies, such as Illumina MiSeq and HiSeq (387, 388).  
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Figure 4-5 | Relative abundances of sequences at the domain (A), phylum (B), and class (C) 

levels predicted using Kaiju with the NR database. The ratio of bacterial and archaeal taxa 

are shown in (B) and (C). Groups with <1% abundance were grouped as “Others” in (B) and 

(C). 
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Figure 4-6 | Relative abundances of sequences at the domain (A), phylum (B), and class (C) 

levels predicted using Kraken with reference to archaea and bacteria in the RefSeq database. 
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Figure 4-7 | Relative abundances of 16S rRNA sequences at the domain (A), phylum (B), 

and class (C) levels. The 16S rRNA sequences were extracted from CCS reads and taxo-

nomically assigned using blastn sequence similarity search against the Silva database. 

 

Metagenomic assembly and genome binning 

 Using Canu (367), the subreads from the biwa_5m and biwa_65m samples were 

assembled into 511 and 323 contigs, respectively (Table 4-2, Fig. 4-8). The N50 values 

were 101 and 83 kb, and the longest contigs from the biwa_5m and biwa_65m samples 

reached 549 and 740 kbp, respectively. The contigs were much longer than those previ-

ously reported from an active sludge microbial community (361). Although I also used 

Mira (368) for metagenomic assembly, per the methods published in a previous study 

(361), the longest contigs (148 and 151 kbp, respectively) and N50 values (19 and 18 kbp, 

respectively) obtained using this method were lower. Therefore, the contigs assembled 

using Canu were used for subsequent analyses.  
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Table 4-2 | Statistical analysis of metagenomic assembly and genome binning.  

 

  

Total length

(bp)
Contigs

Longest

length (bp)

Average

length (bp)
N50 (bp) Bins

Biwa_5m 22,609,702 554 481,299 40,812 83,238 16

Biwa_65m 10,687,383 345 739,933 30,978 75,701 6
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Figure 4-8 | Visualization of GC%, coverage, and size of assembled contigs generated from 

CCS reads. Contigs are colored based on genome bins. Contigs which not assigned any bins 

were grouped as “NA”. 
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Discrete genome bins were reconstructed using MetaBAT, a reference-independ-

ent binning tool based on genome abundance and tetranucleotide frequency. This binning 

analysis generated fifteen and four bins from the biwa_5m and biwa_65m samples, re-

spectively (Table 4-3, Fig. 4-8). Although the coverage depths of each genome bin were 

generally low (11.3× on average), I obtained high-quality draft genomes for which the 

estimated completeness ranged from 16–99% (67% on average), and contamination was 

found to be extremely low (<3%), suggesting low heterogeneity within each genome bin. 

Despite the phylogenetic diversity of the microbial community (Fig. 4-5), few individual 

genomes were successfully reconstructed, likely due to the low numbers of CCS reads. 

From a total of 899 contigs, 425 were assigned to bins, representing an integration rate of 

47.3%. The estimated genome size, based on total bin size and estimated genome com-

pleteness, ranged from 1.0–5.6 Mbp. The GC content ranged from 29–68% and the aver-

age N50 was 24 kbp, with a maximum of 1.67 Mbp.  
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Table 4-3 | Summary of contig bins.  
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Figure 4-9 | Phylogenetic tree of genome bins. The phylogenetic tree was reconstructed 

using a set of up to 400 conserved bacterial marker genes with 1,000 bootstrap replicates by 

the maximum-likelihood method. 

 

The genome bins belonged to seven phyla (Table 4-3). The archaeal genome bin only 

obtained from the biwa_65m sample, likely reflecting the microbial composition of the 

sampling locations (Fig. 4-5). All eleven 16S rRNA genes obtained from the genome bins 

showed greatest similarity to organisms belonging to uncultured clades, suggesting that 

the genome bins primarily contain unculturable microbes. Most of the genome bins were 

predicted to contain sequences belonging to phylum Actinobacteria, one of the dominant 

linages (Fig. 4-5). The genome bins biwa_5m_Cluster1, biwa_5m_Cluster3, and 

biwa_65m_Cluster2 likely represent members of the CL500-11 group belonging to the 

Chloroflexi phylum, one of the dominant clades in the hypolimnion of Lake Biwa (383) 

and frequently found world-wide in deep oligotrophic freshwater environments (389). 

Supporting this, the highest read coverage (45×) was obtained in biwa_65m_Cluster2, 
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from the deep lake water sample. Other taxa, such as CL500-29, hgcI, and Opitutae va-

dinHA64, are also typical members of freshwater habitats (363, 390), although the char-

acteristics of these unculturable organisms are largely unknown. Overall, the phylogeny 

of the genome bins likely reflects the major dominant lineages. 

 

Methylation patterns of reconstructed genomes  

 Using the SMRT analysis modification and motif detection tools, a total of 29 

DNA methylation motifs were identified (Table 4-4). Although the methylation level is 

generally bistable at 0 and 100% (189), the ratio of motif methylation ranged from 21–

93%. The low ratios (Table 4-4, items marked with ‘*’) possibly reflect low modification 

detection power, due to the low coverage and level of genome completeness (391), and/or 

existence of unmethylated sites that frequently detected in culturable strains (391, 392). 

The motif sets were composed of 21 unique motifs, including 14 motifs that could not be 

matched to existing recognition sequences in the REBASE repository. Interestingly, no 

motifs were identified in 6 of the genome bins, including all Actinobacteria bins. These 

results are inconsistent with those of a previous study, which reported a number of meth-

ylation motifs and corresponding MTases in genomes of Actinobacteria (189). In contrast, 

all three genome bins containing members of the Chloroflexi phylum shared the same 

motif set (GANTC, TTAA, and GCWGC). Sequences in the four genome bins assigned 

to the phylum Verrucomicrobia showed different motif sets. Three similar motifs pre-

dicted from the biwa_5m_Cluster13 genome bin could be attributed to an overlapping 

methylation motif; HCAGCTKC and BGMAGCTGD methylation motifs could be at-

tributed to methylation activity on the palindromic GMAGCTKC motif. In support of this 

explanation, the methylation ratios of the above two motifs were lower (42.3 and 42.2%) 

than the last comparable motif (76.8%). The incongruent specificity of terminal bases 

(left H in HCAGCTKC, and right D in BGMAGCTGD) possibly be explain as noncanon-

ical recognition which known as star activity in many REases (393). Among the 11 meth-

ylation motifs detected in the biwa_5m_Cluster16 genome bin, one contained a palin-

dromic sequence (i.e., GAANNNNTTC) and the other 3 pairs showed exactly comple-

mentary sequences (e.g., a pair of AGCNNNNNNCAT and ATGNNNNNNGCT), sug-

gesting that on the genome, these motif sequences contained methylated bases on both 

strands. The pair CAANNNNNNNNCTTG and CAAGNNNNNNNDTTG, and the pair 

GYTANNNNNNNTTRG and CYAANNNNNNNTAVCH may also be a complementary 

motif set. I did not observe any characteristics of the observed motifs that could be used 

to distinguish the shallow and deep water samples. In summary, these results suggested 
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that DNA methylation patterns were varied and widespread across prokaryotes in the 

freshwater environment, and a large number of novel methylation motifs remain unde-

tected in environmental microbes, including unculturable members. I note that some iden-

tified motifs show low mean motif coverages (<50x, items marked with ‘#’), indicating 

the ambiguity still remains and further experimental validation is required. 

 

Table 4-4 | Detected DNA methylation motifs. 

  

  

Genome bin Motif
1

Modification

Type

Motif in

REBASE

Number of

methylations

Number

of motifs

in contigs

motif

methylation

(%)

Mean

modification

QV

Mean

motif

coverage

biwa_5m_Cluster1 GANTC m6A Yes 1,813 2,070 87.6% 58.0 35.2 #

TTAA m6A Yes 1,264 1,522 83.0% 55.5 34.1 #

GCWGC m4C Yes 3,026 15,948 19.0% * 38.4 40.6 #

biwa_5m_Cluster3 GANTC m6A Yes 3,724 4,014 92.8% 66.1 41.3 #

TTAA m6A Yes 3,036 3,338 91.0% 62.4 40.4 #

GCWGC m4C Yes 13,821 54,026 25.6% * 39.5 46.4 #

biwa_5m_Cluster8 AGGNNNNNRTTT m6A No 80 276 29.0% * 39.6 65.8

biwa_5m_Cluster10 ACGAG m6A No 1,986 7,185 27.6% * 45.0 171.4

biwa_5m_Cluster13 GMAGCTKC m4C No 169 220 76.8% 50.9 83.5

(HCAGCTKC)
2

m4C No 124 293 42.3% * 46.8 79.0

(BGMAGCTGD)
2

m4C No 78 185 42.2% * 46.3 76.3

biwa_5m_Cluster15 GANTC m6A Yes 2,856 2,880 99.2% 190.6 166.9

biwa_5m_Cluster16 GAANNNNTTC m6A Yes 1,309 1,472 88.9% 55.6 30.9 #

AGCNNNNNNCAT m6A No 642 726 88.4% 56.0 29.4 #

ATGNNNNNNGCT m6A No 619 726 85.3% 52.0 29.8 #

AGCNNNNNNGTG m6A No 311 349 89.1% 56.9 30.4 #

CACNNNNNNGCT m6A No 293 349 84.0% 53.3 30.9 #

CAANNNNNNNNCTTG m6A No 205 256 80.1% 49.4 29.1 #

CAAGNNNNNNNDTTG m6A No 164 214 76.6% 48.7 28.7 #

TTAGNNNNNCCT m6A No 87 99 87.9% 51.3 29.8 #

AGGNNNNNCTAA m6A No 77 99 77.8% 49.4 29.7 #

GYTANNNNNNNTTRG m6A No 76 89 85.4% 56.0 31.3 #

CYAANNNNNNNTAVCH m6A No 59 127 46.5% * 53.5 32.6 #

biwa_65m_Cluster2 GCWGC m4C Yes 72,730 77,932 93.3% 140.2 297.3

GANTC m6A Yes 6,754 6,844 98.7% 346.3 281.7

TTAA m6A Yes 5,475 5,564 98.4% 325.3 270.9

biwa_65m_Cluster4 TANGGAB m6A No 1,276 1,367 93.3% 64.4 48.5 #

biwa_65m_Cluster5 GATC m6A Yes 9,446 9,618 98.2% 122.1 93.7

AGCT m4C Yes 5,974 6,224 96.0% 84.0 92.1

Recognition sequences representations use the standard abbreviations to represent ambiguity:

R= G/A, Y= T/C, M= A/C, K= G/T, S= G/C, W= A/T, H= A/C/T, B= G/T/C, V= G/C/A, D= G/A/T, N= G/A/T/C
1
 Methylated base is underlined

2
 Methylated motifs partly matched with GMAGCTKC

* Low motif methylation rate (<75%)

# Low mean motif coverage (<50x)
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Characterization of methyltransferases 

To identify MTases corresponding to the detected methylation motifs, systematic 

annotation of MTase genes was performed. The sequence specificities of each candidate 

MTase were estimated based on significant similarity to reference MTase genes with ex-

perimentally confirmed specificity. In total, 20 candidate MTase genes were identified 

from 9 genome bins, with a wide range of identity scores against reference MTase genes 

(23–71%) (Table 4-5). The bins contained up to 6 candidate MTases, and none were de-

tected in 10 of the genome bins, partly due incomplete coverage. Type II RM were the 

most abundant candidate MTases, followed by Type I and Type III MTases, consistent 

with previous phylogeny-wide surveys (189, 394). Surprisingly, only eight predicted 

recognition sequences exactly matched the motifs detected by SMRT sequencing, and 

target motifs matching the other 13 candidate MTases were not identified. This result 

strongly suggested that similarity-based specificity prediction frequently leads to misan-

notation of the targeted motifs, including novel motifs.  
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Table 4-5 | Candidate MTases and REases that showed homology with reference genes in 

REBASE. 

  

 

Sequences identified in both the methylation analysis and MTase specificity pre-

diction are likely to be active. For example, the genome bin biwa_65m_Cluster5 cont 

ained two candidate MTases with AGCT and GATC specificity, congruent with 

detected methylation motifs (Table 4-4, 4-5). This motif pattern exactly matched that of 

a closely related genus, Candidatus Nitrosomarinus catalina, that was investigated using 

enrichment culture (395).  

The genome bins biwa_5m_Cluster3 and biwa_65m_Cluster2 contained the 

Bioinformatic predictions

CDS ID
Gene

type

REBASE candidate

RM gene name

Identity

(%)
Motif

Modification

type

RM

type

Motif

identification

biwa_5m_3 tig00001319_41 M M.SstE37II 58.9 GANTC m6A II Yes

tig00001774_10 M M.Sth20745I 71.4 TTAA m6A II Yes

tig00002121_20 M M1.BceSIII 22.9 ACGGC m4C II No

biwa_5m_6 tig00001209_84 M M.SinI 57.0 GGWCC m5C II No

biwa_5m_8 tig00001263_77 R DvuI 36.3 ? - I -

tig00001263_79 S S.PveNS15I 32.4 ? - I -

tig00001263_80 M M.RbaNRL2II 55.6 ACGANNNNNNGRTC m6A I No

biwa_5m_10 tig00021821_21 RM CjeFIII 23.7 GCAAGG m6A II No

biwa_5m_15 tig00068316_171 M M.Bsp460I 56.7 GANTC m6A II Yes

biwa_5m_16 tig00001681_20 M M.Bli37I 56.6 GAYNNNNNRTC m6A I No

tig00001681_21 M M.EcoNIH1III 59.2 GATGNNNNNNTAC m6A I No

tig00001681_24 S S.PveNS15I 47.2 ? - I -

tig00001681_30 R DvuI 38.4 ? - I -

tig00001708_7 M M.EcoGI 25.8 non-specific m6A II ?

tig00001708_8 R XmnI 34.0 GAANNNNTTC - II Yes

tig00001749_11 R GmeII 33.8 TCCAGG - III -

tig00001749_15 M M.FpsJII 53.4 CGCAG m6A III No

tig00001763_52 M M.FnuDI 59.8 GGCC
1 m4C II No

tig00001763_54 R BhaII 45.6 GGCC - II -

tig00002196_32 M M.Mva1261III 37.1 CTANNNNNNRTTC m6A I No

biwa_65m_2 tig00012391_19 M M.Sth20745I 71.0 TTAA m6A II Yes

tig00012395_52 M M1.BceSIII 22.9 ACGGC m4C II No

tig00012461_58 M M.SstE37II 58.9 GANTC m6A II Yes

biwa_65m_4 tig00000921_69 M M.HgiDII 55.0 GTCGAC
1 m5C II No

tig00000921_72 RM AquIV 28.5 GRGGAAG m6A II No

tig00000921_73 R LpnPI 56.3 CCDG

biwa_65m_5 tig00000166_68 M M.Mma5219II 45.9 AGCT m4C II Yes

tig00000166_197 M M.AvaVI 50.3 GATC m6A II Yes

1
 Modified base undetermined
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same MTase specificity set (Table 4-5), and both genome bins shared the same methyla-

tion motifs (Table 4-4) and were identified as Chloroflexi (Table 4-3). These results sug-

gested that microbes in the two genome bins share similar methylation levels. However, 

although two of three detected MTases were predicted to have GANTC and TTAA spec-

ificity, matching the identified methylation motifs, other candidate MTase genes 

(tig00002121_20 and tig00012395_52 in biwa_5m_Cluster3 and biwa_65m_Cluster2 

bins, respectively) showed highest sequence similarity to Type II M1.BceSIII, which was 

experimentally confirmed to have ACGGC target specificity, different from the GCWGC 

motif predicted in the methylation analysis. Because the CDS and the reference gene 

showed weak sequence similarity (22.9%), I hypothesized that the candidate MTases 

show GCWGC specificity although the protein sequence showed greater similarity to se-

quences with ACGGC specificity. Consistent with this hypothesis, phylogenetic analysis 

placed the candidate MTases between two clades with ACGGC and GCWGC specificity 

(Fig. 4-10). Although further experimental analysis will be required to verify this hypoth-

esis, the proposed novel MTase clade will create a stir in the field of DNA methylation 

because GCWGC specific MTases have been deeply investigated since they were first 

discovered in 1975 (396). 
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Figure 4-10 | Phylogenetic tree of MTases, including all of those with GCWGC and AC-

GGC sequence specificity in the gold standard REBASE resource, and those identified from 

two genome bins belonging to Chloroflexi. Numbers adjacent to branch points are bootstrap 

percentages (100 replicates). Sequences adjusted with node MTases represent recognition 

sequences. 

 

 In the biwa_5m_Cluster16 genome bin, two Type I, two Type II, and one Type 

I potential RM systems were identified (Table 4-5), although at least 6 methylation motif 

pairs were expected (Table 4-4). The tig00001708_8 gene was assigned to Type II XmnI 

REase that are known to recognize GAANNNNTTC motifs, which exactly matched the 

detected motif on the genome. The REase was adjusted to MTase (tig00001708_7) genes, 

as compatible with typical gene structure of Type II RM systems, suggesting the genes 

compose one RM system and targeted GAANNNNTTC motifs. Another one Type III 

MTase (tig00001749_15) and REase (tig00001749_11) also placed closely, implying the 

genes are active and have specificity matched to ones identified in methylation analysis. 

The two Type I MTases (tig00001681_21 and tig00002196_32) have different specificity 
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from motifs observed in the methylation analysis. The type I RM system contains large 

pentameric proteins encoded by three separate restriction (R), methylation (M), and DNA 

sequence-recognition (S) subunits (397). The tig00002196_32–36 and tig00001681_17–

30 genes show cluster structures composed of the three subunits (Fig. 4-11). Thus, these 

candidate RM systems are likely to be active and to show specificity for one of the iden-

tified methylation motifs. I would like to note that a purely bioinformatic approach is not 

sufficient to resolve which system recognizes which sequence. One of the candidate Type 

I RM system genes (tig00001681_20–30) were adjusted with transposase 

(tig00001681_17–18), suggesting that the gene cluster may behave as a mobile element, 

as described previously (348). On contrary, the methylation motifs complementary to the 

one Type II (tig00001763_52) MTases, which modify cytosine to m4C, were not found; 

this MTases are likely to be inactive. 

  

 

Figure 4-11 | Gene structure map of the region containing the restriction modification sys-

tem genes. Arrow length is proportional to gene length. Restriction (R), methylation (M), 

and DNA sequence-recognition (S) subunits, and other functional genes are shown in dif-

ferent colors according to their annotation. The R, M, and S genes which show similarity to 

those in REBASE are shown in filled color, and others, which annotated using other gene 

databases, are shown in slanting lines. Other functionally annotated genes are shown in gray. 

Zigzag lines indicate contig terminals. 
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 The biwa_5m_Cluster8 genome bin contained an incongruence between the 

identified methylation motif (AGGNNNNNRTTT) and the predicted MTase specificity 

(ACGANNNNNNGRTC) (Table 4-4, 4-5). The MTase likely act as an RM system coop-

erating with neighboring M, R, and S proteins (Fig. 4-11). Similar, candidate MTase that 

show the greatest similarity to those contain a GCAAGG motif may recognize the AC-

GAG motif in the biwa_5m_Cluster10 genome. 

In biwa_65m_Cluster4, a candidate Type II RM protein was predicted with low 

sequence similarity to sequences with GRGGAAG specificity. Considering the high de-

gree of completeness of the reconstructed genome and the results of methylation analysis, 

the MTase is likely to have TANGGAB specificity, unlike the other candidate MTase that 

is predicted to have m5C modification ability. The two MTases were located in close 

proximity to three neighboring genes in the following order: m5C MTase, SNF2 family 

helicase, m6A REase and MTase, putative helicase, function unknown DUF1998, and 

phospholipase D-nuclease (PLD) domain proteins (Fig. 4-11). This gene placement is 

very similar to the recently proposed DISARM phage-infection defense system (398). 

The system was categorized into two groups: Class1, m6A MTases; and Class2, m5C 

MTases. Considering that the m6A methylation motif was identified, the system is likely 

Class1. Unfortunately, because m5C modification was difficult to identify in this study, 

due to its weak signature in SMRT sequencing, I was unable to determine whether the 

m5C MTase was active or not, although a previous study experimentally verified 

CCWGG motif methylation in one Bacillus strain with an active Class2 DISARM system 

(398). Therefore, it remains a possibility that the two MTases were synergistically active 

in the same DISARM system. To my knowledge, this is the first time a candidate DIS-

ARM system has been identified in phylum Nitrospirae, and further examination of this 

linage should be performed.  

The biwa_5m_Cluster6 contained one candidate MTase but no methylation mo-

tif, suggesting the MTase is inactive. Although a methylation motif was identified in 

biwa_5m_Cluster13, no MTase was identified, possibly because the corresponding 

MTase has little similarity with known MTases. In all, I proposed six candidate novel 

MTases; the target motifs are difficult to estimate using only a similarity-based search 

against the REBASE repository. Although further experimental validation is required to 

confirm those hypotheses, these findings highlight the large potential of metaepigenomic 

analysis using SMRT sequencing technology for identification of novel RM systems in 

unculturable microbes. 
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Genome bins that potentially lack RM systems 

As expected from the methylation analysis (Table 4-4), no MTase genes were 

identified in any of the 7 genome bins belonging to Actinobacteria (Table 4-3, 4-5), sug-

gesting that the dominant Actinobacteria in Lake Biwa lack RM systems. This finding 

was incompatible with the results of a previous study, which reported that many Actino-

bacteria strains possess DNA methylation ability and contain corresponding MTases (189, 

394). Moreover, bacterial and archaeal genomes rarely lack DNA methylation motifs, and 

the organisms in question shared no obvious characteristics (189). Although I cannot ex-

clude the possibility that some novel MTases were not detected using the similarity-search 

screening strategy due to sequence diversity, these results suggested an underlying bio-

logical explanation.  

Considering that RM systems play a crucial role in preventing uptake of exoge-

nous DNA (399, 400), lack of an RM system can facilitate DNA exchange with bacterio-

phages and present opportunities to gain novel abilities (346). In addition, the high fre-

quency of phage–prokaryote encounters in freshwater environments can place microbes 

under huge infection pressure. To investigate potential genetic exchange in the genomes, 

systematic prophage prediction was carried out (Table 4-6). A prophage is a phage ge-

nome integrated into the host genome that remains latent until conditions favor its reacti-

vation (401). On the contrary, in some cases, bacterial and archaeal host cells can acquire 

phage genes that can increase host fitness, such as those for antibiotic production, toxin 

secretion, and biofilm formation, through prophage integration (401). However, in most 

cases, phage infection is virulent and prophages can be molecular time bombs that kill 

the host cell following their eventual induction (402). Thus, protection against phage in-

fection is fundamental for survival in phage-rich environments such as fresh water.  

In silico prediction showed that more than one prophage was present in 10 of the 

genome bins, 7 of which belonged to organisms in which no methylation motifs were 

identified (Table 4-3). Although I cannot draw conclusions from these data, due to the 

incomplete reconstructions of the genomes and difficulty of prophage identification, this 

unevenness likely cannot be explained by chance. The prophages showed little sequence 

similarity, except for two pairs (Fig. 4-12), suggesting that most of the detected prophages 

were not a result of vertical inheritance but independent infection and integration events. 

The size of prophages ranged from 4.3–10.8 kbp, smaller than typical prophages detected 
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in genome-wide analysis (403, 404). The prophages contained genes encoding tail-asso-

ciated, chaperonin, protease, glycosyltransferase, ATP-dependent serine proteases, termi-

nase, integrase, and tRNAs, that are frequently found in prophages (403, 404). The pro-

phages also contained RNA polymerase sigma factor subunits that likely facilitate direct 

transcription of phage genes (405, 406). In contrast, functional annotation showed that 

some contigs lacked some of these essential genes (403), likely due to removal from the 

host genome. These data indicate that phage infection and prophage integration frequently 

occurred in microbes lacking RM systems.  

 

Table 4-6 | Genomic features of prophages in genome bins. 

 

Genome bin Prophages Contig Coordinates

Size

(kbp)

biwa_5m_Cluster2 phiB0502_1 tig00002506 10670-17702 7.0

biwa_5m_Cluster4 phiB0504_1 tig00001057 109914-117124 7.2

phiB0504_2 tig00001402 61630-71371 9.7

biwa_5m_Cluster5 phiB0505_1 tig00000702 1808-9066 7.3

phiB0505_2 tig00001168 78416-87062 8.6

biwa_5m_Cluster6 phiB0506_1 tig00001369 62143-68903 6.8

biwa_5m_Cluster9 phiB0509_1 tig00000318 22428-33243 10.8

phiB0509_2 tig00000318 210817-215076 4.3

phiB0509_3 tig00000914 58326-65877 7.6

biwa_5m_Cluster10 phiB0510_1 tig00021807 121169-127892 6.7

phiB0510_2 tig00021821 246252-253779 7.5

biwa_5m_Cluster12 phiB0512_1 tig00001281 18969-24445 5.5

biwa_5m_Cluster13 phiB0513_1 tig00001534 3340-12017 8.7

biwa_5m_Cluster15 phiB0515_1 tig00000489 166958-172559 5.6

biwa_65m_Cluster1 phiB6501_1 tig00012480 21159-26551 5.4

biwa_65m_Cluster4 phiB6504_1 tig00000357 22052-29797 7.7

phiB6504_2 tig00001590 874-10534 9.7
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Figure 4-12 | Comparative analyses of prophage sequences. 

 

Abortive infection and CRISPR/Cas system 

Next, I investigated defense systems other than RM systems. Interestingly, I 

identified genes encoding serine threonine protein kinase, which are associated with abor-

tive infection (Abi) systems, in phiB0504_1 prophage (407, 408) (Table 4-5). The system 

inhibits phage replication and proliferation through programmed cell death induced when 

phages infect host cells (409). The system is often found in prophages and probably favors 

their dissemination (410). Thus, the presence of an Abi system in genomes that lack RM 

systems probably acts as a repressor of further superinfection by phages and a deterrent 

to prophage expansion, substituting for the RM system. 

Toxin-antitoxin (TA) systems are an antiphage mechanism composed of a stable 

toxin and an unstable antitoxin that cause cell death when phage infection occurs, similar 

to Abi systems (342, 411, 412). Type II TA system loci were identified from six genome 

bins, and no relationship was detected between RM system and prophage presence (Table 

4-3). One TA system gene was adjacent to RM system genes in biwa_5m_Cluster16 (Fig. 
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4-11), likely indicating that the individual TA and RM systems comprised a defense island 

for coordinated defense against phage infection.  

The CRISPR/Cas system is another system for protection from phage infection, 

similar to RM systems (409, 413, 414); it has been detected in the majority of bacterial 

and archaea genomes investigated to date (172). This system is typically composed of a 

Cas locus, a leader region, and a CRISPR array arranged in tandem, with nearly identical 

repeats and unique fragments acquired from phage genomes (spacers). I identified three 

possible CRISPR arrays in the biwa_5m_Cluster3, biwa_5m_Cluster8, and 

biwa_65m_Cluster5 genome bins. Within the three full-length arrays, two contained 

small numbers of repeat sequences (7 and 4 repeats in biwa_5m_Cluster3 and 

biwa_5m_Cluster8, respectively) and the other contained 50 repeats. However, no genes 

on the same contigs as the CRISPR array were assigned to Cas genes in the first two 

genome bins, and the array from the last genome bin showed tandem repeats, suggesting 

it might be a ‘false-CRISPR,’ as proposed in a recent study (415). I cannot conclude 

whether the arrays were mistaken sequence repeats, remnants of ancient functional 

CRISPR/Cas systems, or active CRISPR/Cas systems with remote Cas genes and/or 

novel Cas-like proteins that could not be assigned in this analysis. However, no prophage 

was predicted from any of the three genome bins that possessed a CRISPR repeat array 

(Table 4-3), which may reflect the efficiency of the CRISPR/Cas system to inhibit phage 

infection and prophage integration similar to the RM system, as previously described (404, 

416, 417).  

 

Conclusions 

 The present study demonstrated the effectiveness of SMRT circular consensus 

sequencing for metagenomic and metaepigenomic analyses, with obvious advantages 

over short-read sequencing and experimental methylation detection approaches. The high 

ratio of taxonomical read classification indicates that the combination of long accurate 

CCS reads and protein-based taxonomic assignment methods will be a suitable strategy 

to assess entire sequencing reads without ambiguity. The CCS reads also facilitate the 

metagenomic assembly and binning processes to reconstruct high-quality draft genomes, 

most of which are from dominant unculturable microbes. Most importantly, the analysis 

disclosed a number of DNA methylation motifs and candidate corresponding MTases, 

including novel single motifs as well as pairs. The presence of prophage and methylation 

motif loci were mutually exclusive, consistent with past experimental observations that 
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RM systems inhibit phage-mediated genetic exchange. Although further experimental 

validation is required, the results provide new insight into microbial ecology and phage-

prokaryote interactions in freshwater environments.  

Unfortunately, the current low throughput of SMRT sequencing made it difficult 

to obtain sufficient sequencing reads to capture the entire microbial community, including 

‘rare’ species (typically with <1% relative abundance). Moreover, because deep sequenc-

ing coverage (>25× in subreads) was required for reliable detection of DNA methylation, 

the metagenomic setting easily leads underestimation of methylation identification. Alt-

hough metagenomic analysis using long reads remains challenging, sequencing through-

put and read length may not be the primary concern for long-read metagenomics when 

considering the continuing advances in sequencing technology. For example, Moleculo 

technology can provide long-linked synthetic reads and has already been applied to met-

agenomic research (418, 419), although use of PCR in library preparation cause biases 

that affect downstream analysis, in contrast to PCR-free SMRT sequencing. The 10x 

Chromium system can also generate long linked reads derived from the same single cell 

and similar to single-cell sequencing (420), likely have potential for metagenomic appli-

cations. Also, in the near future DNA methylation data will be able to be obtained using 

not only SMRT sequencing but also the Oxford Nanopore Technology (421, 422). Alt-

hough detectable types of DNA modification are limited (i.e., m4C, m5C, and m6A) using 

current SMRT sequencing technology, many DNA chemical modifications frequently oc-

cur in nature and potentially play significant biological roles (423). In all, advances in 

sequencing technology, modification of measuring schemes, and enhancements in bioin-

formatic tool development should be key for reliable and further detailed metagenomic 

and metaepigenomic analyses of environmental microbes. 

This study provides an example of metagenomic and metaepigenomic analysis 

using SMRT sequencing technology of the environmental microbial community. Im-

portantly, the present method is available not only for fresh water but also various envi-

ronmental samples. Therefore, it provides insight into microbial ecology, such as diversity 

of phage-infection defense systems and phage–prokaryote interactions. Because the bio-

logical significance of most methylation motifs is not yet clear, further study is needed to 

assess how chemical modification of DNA contributes to microbial ecology. As this is the 

first attempt to characterize DNA methylation in unculturable microbes, it is expected 

that further studies performed under different sampling conditions and environments will 

broaden the potential of metaepigenomic analysis.   
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Chapter 5: Concluding remarks 

 

 In conclusion of this thesis, I describe summaries of the researches presented in 

this thesis and discuss the future works based on these researches.  

 In Chapter 2, I found that microbes impacted by the tsunami and resulting floods 

had adapted to an environment high in iron. Whole-genome sequencing of four of the 

isolated Arthrobacter strains revealed independent losses of siderophore-synthesis genes 

from their genomes. Indeed, chemical analysis confirmed the investigated soil samples to 

be rich in iron, and culture experiments confirmed weak cultivability of some of these 

strains in iron-limited media. Furthermore, metagenomic analyses demonstrated over-

representation of denitrification-related genes in the tsunami-affected soil sample, as well 

as the presence of pathogenic and marine-living genera and genes related to salt-tolerance. 

The present results would provide an example of microbial characteristics of soil dis-

turbed by the tsunami, which may give an insight into microbial adaptation to drastic 

environmental changes. Further analyses on microbial ecology after a tsunami are envi-

sioned to develop a deeper understanding of the recovery processes of terrestrial micro-

bial ecosystems. 

 In Chapter 3, I provided evidences supporting a precipitation-mediated microbial 

cycle model in which soil, oceanic, and animal-associated microbes are spread in the at-

mosphere, transported for long distances, and deposited via precipitation. The commu-

nity-wide and seasonal analyses show the precipitation microbial communities were dom-

inated by Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, and Actinobacteria and were overall 

consistent with those previously reported in atmospheric aerosols and cloud water. Sea-

sonal variations in composition were observed; specifically, Proteobacteria abundance 

significantly decreased from summer to winter. Notably, estimated ordinary habitats of 

precipitation microbes were dominated by animal-associated, soil-related, and marine-

related environments, and reasonably consistent with estimated air mass backward trajec-

tories. To my knowledge, this is the first amplicon-sequencing study investigating precip-

itation microbial communities involving sampling over the duration of a year. 

 In Chapter 4, I investigated genomic and metaepigenomic characteristics of en-

vironmental prokaryotic community, which dominated by unculturable members. Total 

of 19 phylogenetically-diverse draft genomes were obtained from two freshwater samples. 

Metaepigenomic analysis identified numbers of DNA methylation motifs including novel 
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ones and corresponding MTases were estimated from the assembled genome bins. The 

past hypothesis that the RM system acts as an inhibitor of genetic exchange, such as pro-

phage mediated by phage infection, was supported in my analysis. To my knowledge, this 

is the first report that demonstrated the effectiveness of SMRT sequencing in meta-

genomic and metaepigenomic analysis against environmental prokaryotic community. 

Despite the ambiguity of DNA methylation identification due to the technical limitations, 

further experimental efforts will give new insights sinto microbial ecology especially in 

phage-prokaryote interactions. 

Genomic, metagenomic, and bioinformatic approaches have already been com-

mon in microbial ecology and have been used to investigate whole communities contain-

ing many types of culturable and unculturable microbes. However, to date, most analyses 

have depended on straightforward sequence similarity searches against reference data-

bases. This situation may not be satisfactory because microbial genomes should be the 

fundamental basis for microbial ecology and evolution. Enrichment of reference se-

quences (for both microbial taxa and functional genes) is one of the fundamental issues 

to promote various kinds of analyses.  

Today, it has continued to accumulate in large quantities of publicly-available 

sequencing dataset. Importantly, the accumulation speed is higher in Whole-Genome 

Shotgun (WGS) data than simple genomes of individual organism registered in GenBank 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/statistics/). Large efforts have been made to re-

veal weak relationship within microbes and between environmental characteristics. How-

ever, knowledge obtained from meta-analysis was still little used reductively for micro-

bial studies likely due to a lack of useful knowledge resources and bioinformatic tools. 

Platforms that enable meta-analysis of diverse metagenomic datasets will allow us to dis-

cover hidden laws of the microbial ecosystem from publicly available data.  

Recent advancement of sequencing technology allows us to obtain ultra-long se-

quencing reads and another information such as DNA chemical modification. Although 

current technical limitations restrict study design, the technology opens a new world es-

pecially in epigenomics, which is unable to reach when using only current short-read se-

quencing technology and experimental methodology. In order to go beyond current mi-

crobial genomic and metagenomic analyses, more powerful bioinformatic methods for 

analyzing data from diverse perspectives is required.  
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